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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
TOLUME NUMBER 4S

Thonday,

number ao

July 30, 1914

BARBERS' NEW LAW HAS EX- M. O. M ANTING . OF THIS CITY MINISTERS GETTING THE AUTO HOLLAND MAN HK(X)MKH GREAT
ACTING PART
BUG
FORMER EDITOR OF THE
IN BUSINESS WORLD.
TLWEH 18 AFTER OIL
Law Affects Apprentice*
One Minster Is Presented With A
MICHIGAN TRADESMAN GETS
INSPECTOR JOB IN
Buggy But Got Auto Too
FIRST INTERVIEW HE EVER
THE PLACE OF
HOLLAND BARBERS HIGH CLASS
Zeeland Record— When Rev- E. J.
GAVE IN HIS CAREER
LANE REUS
Krohne of Borculo returnedfrom attending the Synod of the Chr. ReLIKE TO formed church In Chicago recently John Bertacli,Veteran Tanner of
Western Michigan
he discovered that a fine new autoOF OIL
seat buggy had been left in his baru
INSPECTOR.
He finds several proprietors operThis was not a mistake — Just a litThe following story of John
ating their establishmentswithout
tle surprise on the aominle by his Bertsch formerly with the Cappon
licenses. Three were discovered In
J. A. Simons, who for a year or parishioners. However pleased the Bertsch Leather Co-, of this city
Grand Haven this week.
more
was manager of the Knicker- popular pastor was with this beauti- was taken from the Michigan Trades
The law affecting barbers of the
ful present, it failed to relieve him men and speaks for Itself:
state of Michigan is allowed to be bocker Theater in this city, is out of the auto-bug within him and last
For over twenty years the Trades
one of the best known. Every Jour- for appointment by Gov. Ferris to week he straightway proceeded to
neyman barber must undergo an ex- the position of State Oil Inspector, purchase a Ford. The time the man has endeavored to secure a biographicalsketch of John Bertsch,
amination at specified times and
preacher is now able to make on the
none may operate an establishment to succeed John T. Owens of Benton country .highways*whb heretofore but that gentleman has met every
without a license. An apprentice Harbor, whose term of office is now unknown to his profession.Rev. J. overture with the utmoet indiffermust be licensed to learn the trade about to expire. Simons was a prom Wyngarden of Crisp is another coun- ence. He happened to be In a talkand upon the expiration of his ap- inent candidatefor the appointment try pastor who for some time has ative mood the other day, when the
followingfacts were stenographies!prenticeship must appear before the
to the postmastershipof Qenton been suffering from the auto-germ ly recorded as they rolled from his
state of examiners. Barbers over
and found relief-some few days ago
the state are more than pleased Harbor, but he lost that when a In the happy possesionof a hand- lips:
"I wa* born February 9, 1834. la
with the law that brings their busi- friend of President Wilson was ap- some Ford. Of our city clergy there
ness under its protection.
pointed. It is said that Simons is but one who belongs to the auto Phlllpsburg,Beaver county, Pa. In
March, 1840, my parents moved on
No complaintsthus far have come
stands a good chance to be appointed class, Rev. BenJ. Hoffman, who has
a forty acre wood farm In Crawford
from Holland, which goes to show
owned
a
fine Reo for the past couple
county, Ohio. They built a log cabthat the barbers of this city are high by Gov. Ferris to the state Job.
of seasons. Rev- P. P. Cheff also
in on the place. Father averaged
M. G. Mantlng of this city is after
class and live up to the lat
belongs to the "riding" class, but
to clear about five acres each year.
the Job of Deputy Oil Inspector. The
is compelled to take his exercise on
ob is now held down by Leonard the raxor-bsck of his ever-faithful From the time 1 was eight years old
BASE BALL
BETWEEN Reus of Zeeland. Leonard’s time
I had to help father each day; he
nag, Instead of the model cushionDOUGLAS AND HOLLAND
expires August 1st. It is rumored seat auto with a balky gasoline en- called me half a man. When I wm
14 year old a school district wss
ON FARMER PICNIC
that Manting has the pole, in tie gine as propeller.Rev. J. Smltter Is
laid
out and a school house was built
DAY AUG. 18.
race, but new appointments will not the sole clargyman of our city who
On Farmer Picnic Day Thursday be made until after the primariesin still belongs to the "hoofing" class
and like your humble scribe has to
August 13 there will be a baseball August.
ramble on sole leather where'ere he
game between Holland and Douglas
chooseth to go, except for the occawhich promisee to be an exciting
affair.
SHOW PITCHES TENT ON BASK sional "spins" offered gratuitously
by big hearted; whole souled auto
BALL GROUNDS NEAR 10th
owners — mostly Fords. However,
NORTH RIVER AVENUE PAVING
our good friend, the dominie, bears
ST. WATER STATION
his burden with a smile of anticipaGOING RAPIDLY
tion — possiblyhe has been passing
Why Not Pave Sooth River Ave?
At 6:30 this morning the A. L. the word and 'ere . long he may
The city is busy now putting in Barnes circus struck Holland and be- startle the populace of our quiet
gutters and curbing along North gan unloading their wagons from community when discovered on an
Indian motorcycle,beating the
River Avenue to the bridge and the
the cars, drawing them to the show whole "bunch" at the game.
residents along that street are very
enthusiasticnow that thestreetis grounds located on the baseball diagoing through. The only real kick- mond near the 19th St. Water sta- NOT A BAERT LEFT IN ZEELAND
ers are those who can best afford to tion. The first thing to be drawn to
have the improvement made.
the grounds was the cook tent and
If North River Avenue where the
Their Home fran the Hub of Zeeland
the cooking parphenalia,shortly aipropertyowners are less able to pay
Society
than anywhere else in Holland, can terwards the large wagons containing

George 8. Brown president of the
barbers’ board of Inspectors of Owos J. A. SIMON '
so, stirred up some mild excitement
LAND POSITION
among the barbers of the state

WOULD

GAME

John Hoffman’s Cafe
a W. Eighth Street

First Glass

Meals 25c

Supper
Short Order Cooking and Quick Lunch
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables. Always Open.
Specials for Breakfast and

JOHN HOFFMAN, PROPRIETOR

why not South River Ave? the center poles and the canvas were
This (street (should
paved to pulled on the grounds and like
Eighteenth Street at least. In the magic the tented city was brought
first place this street is practically Into evidence. At 7:30 all the tents
impossible at certain times of tk^
were erected and the show was pracyear, and then again If it were pavtically
ready for business. A large
ed it would practically make a loop
about the city connectingwithin two street parade was pulled off this
blocks with First Avenue which has morning that would do credit to any
nearly one mile of paving. First show. This afternoon at 2 o’clock
Avenue in turn is connected with
West Eighth street by a fine gravel performanceswill begin and also one
street thus making a loop. The pro- at-8 o’clock this evening. The Barnperty holders living In the two es’ show is different from any other
blocks between River and First show in this respect. The same acts
Avenue are also desirious to have
that are done by humans in the regu
their street improved, it Is said.
lar circus are done by wild and domestic animals in the Barnes circus.
I TELL YOU IT IS!
This show no doubt will be especially
The Cheapest Newspaper Offer Ever
be paved,

That Headache
of
LX on

Yours

may. have tried a hundred re-

medies without relief, but have you
ever had your eyes examined.

A large majorityof headaches are
caused by the eyes.

And

in the world will stop

them but

nothing
the

wearing of the right glasses.
That stops them almost at once,
and keeps them stopped.

We can

tell you

in

five minutes

whether your headaches come from
your eyes or

Easily put
or in

Swing

up on porch
doorway

FOR SALE

BY

LACEY
THE PHOTOGRAPHER
19 E. 8th

St.

Up »tair»

RHEUMATIO 8UFFERER9
SHOULD USE

DROPS

Is?

Interesting to children.

The heirs in the Baert estate havo

been asking for bids on the fine
family homestead on Church Street
in Zeeland and the place has been
eol<\ to the highest bidder. The
great stone residence has 'become
a landmark, known by practically
every inhabitant of Zeeland and vie
inity. The late Dr. Daniel Baert was
at one time one of the best known
physicians in the county and one of
the most prominent residents or the
village of Zeeland. Today not one
of the grand old family who’s home
was the center of Zeeland society
remain. Today no Baert resides In
the old home town where their parents came in the pioneer days. Some
of the survivorshave sought their
fortunes
nearby cities, while
others have Journeyed to the far

in

west

Why! The

E

^LUMBAGO.
UTICA. COUT, NEURALGIA.

D KIDNEY TROUBLES.

[DROPS
r1

go to school about eight weeks each
term; then we were put in another
school district where only English,
was taught. I went to that school
two winters of about eight weem
each. Our vacations then were work
from as early in the morning as w#
could see until as late In the evening as we could see. Often w* had
lanterns to make the day longer.
From the time I was 16 years old.
like most all the boys then, I had
to do a man’s work. Most of the
boys then would be ashamed to think
they could not do a man’s work at
most anything. When I was 18 years

my

- —
1

13

Perfect
Fitting

Glasses

Stevenson's

Rheumatism

Both German and" English were
taught. I studio German for two
seasons. Father could only let me

Holland City News to
all new subscriberfrom now until K. J. HARRINGTON EIGHTY -TWO OTTAWA SCHOOL MA’AM
old I left home to learn the tanner’s
January 1, 1916, with a patent self
YEARS TODAY
trade. Tanneries then were smau.
sharpening Scissors, guaranteed for
SAID CAUGHT IN HAH) The owner usually had an apprentwo years thrown inr—
Sensational Affair Reported from tice and a boy; also a horse to grind
Was Once Mayor Of Holland
ALL FOrt fl.00
bark. When employed
wages
Grand Rapids InvolvingPromiThe Scissors alone cost 60c retail
were
$50
a
year,
with
board
and
Optician and Jeweler
Today E. J. Harrington Is quietly
nent Woman of Ottawa Cowashing. I was an apprenticefor
HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Across from Holland Interurban celebrating his 82nd birthday anni- WOMAN ORDERED FROM CITY. three years and had three different
19 W. 8th Street
versary at his home 89 East 9th st.
bosses. They all liked me because
Waiting Station
Mr. Harrington is one of the oldest
In the second raid within a period they said I was not like most boys.
o
"March 4. 1855, I left for MichiCome and see the balloon ascen- residents in this city and has close- of 10 days on certain parts of the
gan. where they had larger tannersion in Hplland on Farmer’s Picnic ly connected with its growth from a
little settlement of log houses to city, Grand Rapids took Into custody ies than in Northern Ohio. I reachDay Thursday August 13.
a few days ago, from a rooming ed Grand Raplda March
Its present stage.
and
Mr. Harrington was born in On- house on Ottawa a.enue, a woman found work at Tanner Taylor’s. He
ondage county, New York, July 30, claiming to be an Ottawa county wanted a currier, but I knew very
little about finishing leather. Isaac
1832. His parents first settled In
school teacher and a man claiming Cappon, my first partner, finished
Allegan county coming to this city
with Dr. A. C. Van Raalte on his residence in Detroit. The following leather for Mr. Taylor. I made his
first trip through the forests in 1847 is a version of the affair appear in a acquaintanceand told him how little I knew about finishing leather.
The family first settled In Filmore Grand Rapids newspaper:
township where Mr. Harrington A man and a woman were the vic- He said Mr. Taylor was not particular and that he would show me so
grew to manhood. He was super
viscr of that township during the tims of this raid. Both were taken that my work would pass. Mr. Cap
Civil war, also deputy provost mar- from the room, after they had been pon did as he agreed and I got alona
shal, and Justice of the peace and ordered to assume street attire, and fine I worked for Mr. Taylor until
held that office for several years. escorted to the police station. There his tannery burned down in December. I did not find a Job until
Mr. Hrrington has also been close
after a severe quizzing by Captain spring; then 1 found work at Albee
ly
connected
with
politics,
serving
Fred T. Miles
as alderman of the First ward and Millaley, the pair were released. "I ft Woodherry’s in Grand Haven. I
Holland, Michigan
being elected mayor of the city In would order you to the cell blo«k worked there until December. Dur1872 and again in 1873. Again In and see you arraigned on a charge of nig the summer Tanner Taylor put
1892, he was chosen mayor of the disorderly conduct, but I am unable a temporary bulldog over hia vats
RepublicanCandidate for Prosecuting Atand tanned a little leather and had
city and it was under his administra
to prefer a charge against the man,” Isaac Cappon finish the leather. I
torney of this county is worthy of the potlon that the charter was revised
paid Mr. Cappon a visit on my way
sition,and qualified for it. He is 37 yean
and the city enlarged.He was city the captain told the woman.
home and told him that 1 intended
attorney in 1868. Mr. Harrington
According to the story told th“
of age and has lived all his life in Ottawa
was Instrumentalin getting the rail captain by the two, the woman said to have a tannery of my own soon.
County. He was admitted to the bar by
I spent the winter at home and the
road lines into the city contributing
the Supreme Court in April, 1905 and has
she was a school teacher In an Otta- next spring I came back to Michigan
largely to the cause.
practiced'law for 9 yean. He is able and
wa county town. The man Is an ad- with the Intention of building a tanFor several years he conducted a
nery at Newaygo. I thought Newhonest
vertising
solicitor and a former news
grocery and dry goods st^re on the
aygo was about my sir.e. 1 called
THE
present site of the "DeOrondwet" paper man whose home is in Detroit. on my friend. Isaac Cappon. again
Remember him at the Primaries
office He also conducted stores He begged the truth to be kept from and asked him to go. in company
on east Eighth street, building the
August 25th
Optical Sp-cialist
his wife and that his name be shield with me and we wonld build a tanfirst brick store buHdlng in the city
ed. The police therefore are with- nery In Newaygo. I had $900. I
Political Adv.shortly after the Dig fire.
24 Eighth SI.. Holland
asked Mr. Cappon how much he had.
Mr. Harrington Is lit very good holding the names of both. The cou- He said he did not have any money
health and Judging from all appear- ple had registered as man and wife but he owned 90 acres of land near
You’re Bilious and Costive!
I TELL YOU IT IS!
ances he haa many more years of
Investigator Ashton saw the wom- Holland, for which he was offered
Sick Headache, Bad Breath, Sour The Cheapest Newspaper Offer Ever
activity ahead of him. Mrs. Harring
$450 and that he would sell tnts
Given. What Is?
Stomach, Furred Tongue and Indian
accost the man.
land and put in with me. If I would
Why! The Holland City News to ton died about three years ago. To
gestion, Mean Liver and Bowels clog
them were born ten children, thre*
After leaving the station the wo- go with him to Holland. I told him
ged. Clean up to night. Get a 25c all new subscriberfrom now until
of whom are living. Mrs. Lucy Ward man was accompanied to the Inter- I wanted to go to Newaygo first
January
1,
1916,
with
a
patent
self
bottle of Dr. King’s New Life Pills
of Grand Haven. Mrs. Ella’Locher
and see the place. The next day T
today and empty the stomach and sharpening Scissors, guaranteed for
urban station where she was placed
of this city and Deputy Sheriff Herwent to Newaygo and found that it
bowels of fermenting, gassy foods two years thrown in
bert Harrington of MaeatanJ Park. aboard & car. Tears streamed down was no place for a tannery. I came
ALL
FOR
$1.00
and waste. A full bowl movement
her face as Investigator Ashton In- back and told Mr. Cappon that I
gives a satisfied,thankful feeling- The Scissors alone cost 60c retail
Coffee
and
Lemonade
served
free sisted upon her departure. She was ready to go to Holland with
HOLLAND
CITY
NEWS
makes you feel fine. Effectve, yet
mild. Don’t gripe. 25c. Recom- Across from Holland Interurban in Lincoln Park on Farmers’ Picnic promised to remain- away from
(Continued on Fourth Page)
Waiting Station
Day Thursday August 13.

-

with a

Hastings

Given. What

not

HARDI

Entertain the Little Folks

be

—

mended

by

WH0

-

-

Grand

Rapids.

PAGE

TWO
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LAKETOWN

Dr. Maxfleld of Hudsonvllle wan
visiting friends in

City

town Thursday.

James Van Volkenberg made n
short visit in Grand Haven Thursday.

Last Saturday’sprogram of the
Zeeland Chautauqua was furnisheu
by Miss Elma B. Smith entertainer.
Miss Mae Shippard,soloist, Miss Ger-

season for the local picklingplant.
Mr. Gebben brought several crates
to town last Friday, but was compel
led to ship them out on account of
the plant being closed.

H. De Pree’s automobile was out
of commission.They always drove
to Holland every Saturday night
with their car, but Saturday July
!8th it would not go. It finally show
ed a disposition to start. It went
a short distance and stop. They
finally got to Holland and back,
making many stops on their way.

'

Derks, whose property on Wash garden, pitchers, Eshley, catcher.
Jngton street has been sold to the Batteries for Fennville were JohnHolland Interurban for the new son, pitcher, Johnson, catcher. No

man

Town

a

Service examination here Satur- Waltr Van Haitsma, the manager of
the Zeeland team, is to be congratday.

found in the road by H. Wesseldykc

team which has been
win the five games in succes-

ulated on the
able to

- o

A

large

some very strong teams.

number

of people attend-

Michigan Furniture company against
the Midland Casualty company. Mr.

FREE COFFEE AND LEMONADE Hummer
TO BE FURNISHED AT FARMERS' PICNIC.

’

HOLLAND TOWNSHIP
Harm Plaggerman of Holland

local Letter CarriersAssociation requesting^hat the council invite the
titled to the $2,500, but ruled that assocaition to hold their 1915 conAscension in the
he was not entitled to $381 for the vention In thisy City.
Afternoon
Accepted, /Tm4 invitation extendweekly compensation during the
ed.
time that he was laid up by the InAid. Harrington reported relative
Free coffee and free lemonade will jury.
to swimming pool.
be offered to the farmers, their wives
One day Mr. Hummer was about
On motion of Aid. King,
and chlldrn who will come to HolThe. matter was referred to the
to take a Holland interurban car
land on Thursday, August 13 to atswimming
from that city to Grand Rapids. A Special pommittee
x
tend the annual Farmers’ Picnic in
Full

Program of Sports and Balloon declared that Mr. Hummer

on

fore, will be asked to

make

dress of the day. Mr. Gibson has aui

cow above referred to as well as two title Index are given with an adra- dress list of publishers. Another
bies
died
recently
In
the
vicinity
of suggestionswill be added In , the
Mr- and Mrs. Paul Truse and fam
By of Byron Center, Mich., made a Zeeland, altho no mad dog has been plans for the disseminationof the

Rye,
Oats

yet accepted but it is believed he taken Into court.

boost

for

Western Michigan and to meet

the

surely will be here to

-

farmers and their families from this
part of the state. Mr. Gibson Is a August 13, everybody invited.
clever speaker

and one of the

new

-

wit-

o

..........

was

..........

St. Car Feed

...

Cracked Corn

Bran

(Official)

lal session, and

,75

jNo- 1 Feed .....
(Corn Meal _______------------------------31.00

Common council

men who ever appeared on a lobanquet program. He spoke In

a A

..................................
io

Cora -t
i

.

...............

Middlings ........
Screeninga ......•••••••••••••••..••• ..... ..3 0.00

called to order

by the Mayor.

iLow* Grade .....—
Oil Meal .........

..........

.....

-.31.00

Present: Mayor Bosch, Aids. Prins 'cotton Seed ....
Thos. Klompartna A Co.
Slagh, King, Drinkwater, Congleton
Harrington, Vander Ven, Vander
(Selling Price Per Ton)
Hill, Steketee,

and

the Clerk.

Hay

Baled

The reading of minutes and regu- Hay, loose
lar order of business was suspend- Straw ___

.

—

-

ed.

.15.00
14.00
»

V

^ay, Stray, Bto.
(Prices Paid to Parmara)

The Clerk reported taht the meetcalled for the purpose of conMolanaar A Da Goad
sidering the applications and bonds
of W. H. Vander Watet to conduct Butter, creamery ........
,t9
a saloon hr the sale of intoxicating Butter, dairy ........................... 25-27
liquors at No. 72 East 8th
I Beet ............. . ............ ............ lb-11
The Committee on Licenaea re- p0rV ................ in
ported recommending that the re* Unttnii ..........................................
,,
port of said committee relative, to'
................ ...........
..........11
the aplpication of W. H. Vander Wa veal -------------------------------------12'14
ter for saloon keepers license be 8Prin6 Lamb — .......................
taken from the table, and thav fn Chicken
........... y
place thereof they be permitted to Spring Chickens ..... ... ..........
.22

was

________________

St.

...

'

.

.

I

.

...

.

MEATS.

Enterprising

ryu. VAN DER VE*R1. 1U E. EIGHT*
vv at. For Cboloa ataaka, fawla. or «c«ta
a aaaao*.Clbaana pbooa 1043.

professor

others apparently afflicted with

rad

the ad-

Bluffs, la., is visiting at the home treme heat of the season in re- by the department and will soon be
men who own automobiles expect to
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank sponsible for this disease in dogs available. The list for district libradrive out into the country surroundBoonstra.
and through the bite of the mad dog ries includes the names of about 2,- ing Holland to advertise the coming
Dr. Frank Hutzenga of Oak Park, of course, other animals became in- 000 books which are classiflea acpicnic.
Illinois is a Zeeland .visitor.Dr. fected, and also human beings. The cording to subject. Both author and

v-

vfas en-

pool.

ed the afternoon and evening ses- township,who recently was criticalcal
Miss Jennie H. Karsten is spend- sions of the Zeeland Chautauqua' ly ill with dropsy, is improving and
Holland last winter oefore the Board
ing the week with friends in Green- yesterday. The music for both ses- chqnces for his recovery are bright of Trade and made a big hit.
sions were furnishedby the Morgan- He Is is eighty six years of age and
wllle.
The speaking will be only a small
Wrlght company. The cartoon lec- a pioneer of 1847.
Miss Margaret DeBruyn of Grand
part of, the entertainment however.
ture was given by James R. BarkAccording to a recent act the suHaplds Is the guest at the home of
The committee is still hard at work
ley; The Illustrated lecture was perintendentof public Instruction is
R. De Bruyn on West Main street.
thinking up new events and there
was given by Prof. Frank A. Cause, empowered, to prepare lists of books
will be plenty to go around and fill
•Dr. R. Boonstra of New York City
former superintendentof the Pana- suitable for township and distiictliup the day with excitement.
Is visiting in Zeeland. Dr. Boonma Canal schools. Prof. Cause’s pic- braries and furnish copies of loch
There will be several bands on the
stra was formerly of Zeeland, but Is
tures were those pertainingto the lists to each township and school > fgrounds
during the day to, furnish
tiow employed on the medical staff
building of the great Panama canal ficer entrusted with the care and
music, the bands from Holland and
of the Blackwell Island Hospital, N.
and the scenes along the towns and custody of their respective libraries,
neighboring places having been
Y.
rivers.
shall select and purchase books toi
pressed into service for that pur•JLetr Hendricksof Olive Center
Dr. W. J. Rooks of Zeeland, has their respective libraries.
pose. In the afternoonthere will be
- made a short businesscall In town received word from Dr. M L. Holm,
In compliance with the act a list a balloon ascension.
jresterday.
state bacteriologist at Lansing, that of books has been prepared for the
The Holland business men have
The Rev. J. Wyngaarden and fam the material of a cow submitted by use of districtschools, and has been
been solicitedfor funds for the day’s
fly of Crisp made a short visit in a local veterinarian for examination distributed to all school districts of
entertainment and for prizes, and
town with friends and relatives.
for rabies showed that the animal the state. The list of books for the the response so far has been very
Mrs. Earl Marshall of Council was probably thus afflicted. The ex- township libraries is being compiled satisfactory. A number of business

and returned to the owner.

Huisenga Is employed as

Adopted, ^11 voting aye.

from an injury receivedSeptember The Cjty Attorney reported hav16, 1911, and sued to recover $2,- ing reoplved a communication from
600 accident Insurance. The cojirt Anthony Rosbach, President of the

tiest

in a large school of that place.

Company, as\sureties.

suffered the loss of an eye

!

Mrs. Turr’ling of Holland visited
Mrs. Albert Alferdlnk, last Monday.
Mrs. Albert Alferdlnk called on
her parents last Monday evening.
Jenet Zoerman and Jenet Van Der
Bie called on J. K. Aalderink and
family last Thursday.

D. Musk, assistant postmaster at side. Eleven hits w’ere gathered off
Grand Haven, conducted
Civil Zeeland and eleven off of Fennville.

sion, against

Line, north of Borculo.

comed.

bases on balls were given on either

John Dykstra, of Borculo, lost a
check of $75 in H. Koop’s store.
Three weeks later the check \$as

granted.

high wind blew a speck of sand in
Adjourned.
Holland The various committees in
his eye, the inflammationwhich was
. RICHARD OVERWEO
charge of the arrangements met
caused being so severe that In Grand
City Clerk.
Monday
to
make
further
plans
for
evening to visit her parents.
the day’s entertainmentand a num- Rapids he consulted a physician. The
Henry Meyering bought a new
ber of new features were added to physician, it Is claimed in treating
horse.
CITY MARKETS '
the eye put- acid in It which <reA welcome rain came last Mon- the program.
••oh
Milling Company
day to give the farmers an 'hour of
John I. Gibson, secretaryof the stroyed the sight. The insurance
rest. The rain was very much wel- Western Michigan Development Bur- company refused to pay Mr. Hum- (Buying price per bushel on grain)
*
Wheat white .. *******•••«•••••#•••••••••• 4
eau, who has spoken in Holland be-

makes five victoriesfor Zeeland with
The residence formerally occupied no games lost. The batteries for
by H. Cleaver has been sold to Her- Zeeland were Slabbekorn and Wyn-

road.

present this report reoommendirVSJ
that the same be
1
That the applicant has made such
changes in his relaUons with reference to said busines sas to do away
with the objection made at the last
report, and thereforemade this recommendation.
The Committee also recommended the apprval .pf the bonds with
the Michigan Bpndlng and Surety

G. Moeke and sons of Zeeland
The supreme court Friday hand
threshed 930 bushels . o? wheat ed down an opinion in favor of G. P.
from their farm of 26 acres on the HUmmer, secretary of the Weet

Reka Woordhuis went to Macatatrude Gulled, violinistand pianist,
wa Park last Wednesday morning.
and Judge James A. Collins. Mis.
Raspberry season is near an end
Smith, entertainer and impersonti but the price is high. Some farmZEELAND.
tor, gave some very amusing enter- ers are receiving $4 per 16 qt. crate
of red raspberries. Good luck for
Miss Julia Brummel left Monday tainment, not only impersonating those who have them to sell.
tor a week's visit with her brother children, but also birds and animals
Hattie Ooetema has returned to
Miss Shippard and Miss Gldder fur- her home from Macatawa Park
in Detroit.
nished some very fine musical selec- wherewhere she has been working
Messrs. Tbeo and Edward De Free
tions. Judge Collins, Judge of the for some time.
and Herman Cook, and the Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Van Der Ble
city court of Indianapolis, gave a lecAnna and Katherine Cook and Katb
ture on "The Other Half” in the two children and two grand chi’*
eryn De Jonge are spending inn
dren visited friends and relatives
afternoon and "Humanizing a in Lake town and Fillmore l^st
week at Macatawa.
court” in the evening.
Saturday. They came from Grand
H .Vredeveldreturned last week
Zeeland’sK. C. Base ball team Rapids with their automobile and
irom Detroit where he attended the
returned the same way.
again defeated the Fennville ball
atate convention of Rural Letter
Miss Lammie LemiDen who Is
team by the score of 12 to 8. This
working out was home last Sunday
Carriers..
'

INSURANCE COMPANY MUST PAY
FOR LOSS OF AN EYE IN
ACCIDENT

NEW PRIMARY LAW SHOULD BE
CAREFULLY STUDIED

Business Firms
River St. Citizen.PhonaieOi.

BY ALL.

discoveredIn that locality. A dog new t>ooks and that is the grade of
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES.
Electors should study out the new
iA new furnace is being Installed afflictedwith rabies was killed a pupils for which each book is given
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.
few weeks since in the territory
and also a notation on each book.
primary law. Party registration was
at North Blendon Reformed church
TYLER
VAN LANDEGEND. Dealer .a
southeastof Zeeland,but not until
JAMES J. DANHOF
• WiodmlUa, Gasoline Enainee.<Punu.« and
wiped out by the last legislature.
parsonage.
PlumbingSnppliea. Ciu. phone 1088. 40 W
he bad traveled through Burnips
8tn street.
JENTSON
Voters are put on their honor in votLAW OFFICE
John Ver Lee of Grand Rapids is
Corners, Bentheim and Diamond
______
George Pragle, chef at the lake- ing the primary ticket of the party 3 and 4 Akeley Block, 200 Wuhington St
•tisiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. P.
Springs and had bitten many dogs side Inn., went on a rampage Thurswith which they affiliate.
Office Phone, Bell 453 Grand Haven, Mich.
DENTISTS.
Ver Lee.
and other animals, all of which have day and ended up in the city jail.
The primary ballot will be printed
Dr.
James
O. Scott
Manley C. Hubbard, formerly .of been dispatched as far as known, The charge brought against him
in the same form as a regular elecDantiet
DIEKEMA, KOLLEN A TEN CATE
tZeeland, but now of Grand Rapids, costing one well known Salem far- when arraigned before Justice Robtion ballot. Candidates for each parHour*; 8 to 12 a. m.^1 to 5 p. m.
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
inson this 'morning was usnig indecspent Sunday in Zeeland visiting mer a valuable horse.
ty will appear under the head of Office over First State Bank. Both Phone* 32 Esat EighthSt. Holland,Mkh
ent language in the presence of woold friends.
men, and for this he was given 45 that party. Crosses mus^be placed
Mrs. Frieling and daughter of Or.
MACATAWA
before the name of the party canMiss Josephine Hoffman and Mrs. days, in the county Jail.
LOUIS H. OSTERHOUS
Rapids are visiting at the home of
didates voted for.
DRY CLEANERSPrangle was working with ms
D. Stern had a narrow escape from
Mrs. Henry Wichers.
PROSECUTING
ATTORNEY
In
short, the primary ballot is the
TYHB
HOLLAND
CLEANERS, | EAST
injury when a runaway team hitched wife at the Inn near Jenlson Park
Practices in ail State and Federal Courts A Eighth St Cltlsani phone in. Dylca.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cook and famsame
in
makeup
as
a
regular
elec•leaning,praaalnc.
Office in Court House
to a milk wagon missed them by a and It is alleged that he frequently
ily will spend the entire week at Mac
tion ballot, except that voters canbecame
intoxicated
and
was
abusive.
Grand
Michigan
small margin.
not split their tickets on an election
They were looking for a cottage He was a little more so Thursday
Miss Sadie Schipper of Grand Rap
and Deputy Sheriff H. Harrington day. If a voter should vote for one
at Macatawa Monday and were
BANKS
ids is visiting at the homcof Mr. and going up the steps at Cedar Walk. was called. When the deputy tried candidate on the republican ticket
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
Mrs. C. Roosenraad.
This walk ends in an incline of to arrest him he snowed fight and and then m^rk the decomcrat ticket, T. J. MERSKN, CORNER TENTH AND
THE FIRST STATE BANK
that ballot would have to be thrown J Central Avaa. Cltlzana pbona 1418. Ball
Miss Lucy Karsten of Grand Rap- about twenty steps leading idown had to be taken by fore ».
thana 141.
Capital Stock paid in ... ......... ..... 50,000
out, not counted.
Surplus and undivided profits ........... 50.OOO
Ids Is visitingat the home of Mr. and from the bluff. The women were on
short visit in Zeeland yesterday.

-J

‘

atawa.

Haven

Alfred Van Voorst made a short
las;

Saturday.

H. H. Karsten made a

business

trip to Grand Rapids.

Miss Julia Boone of

The primary election Is for party
Filmore is the supportersto make a choice of can-

victim of a very peculiar accident. didates to be voted for at the regular
She was driving to the harvest field election and voters are expected to
when
hay fork on the wagon vote the ticket they will stand for
caught on something and. bounded on election day.

a

steps. Excepting a good fright and back striking her in the face. One
a nervous shock, Miss Hoffman and of the points hit her in the mouth, CAN’T
business caller in town Saturday.
knocked out some teeth, and, strikMr* Stern were uninjured.
Dr. M. Eltinga of Grand Rapids,
The milk wagon careened over the ing the end of her tongue, split it
John Jagers

A

when
looking ov^r they saw the team of
mules hitched to the milk wagon approaching. They Just had time tb
jump aside when the mules brushed by them and plunged down the

of

Depositors Security ...................150 000
4 per cent interest paid on time deposits.
Ezchttnireon all businesscentersdomcstlcand
0 reign

FILLMORE

parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Karsten. the second step from the top,

business trip to Grand Haven*

-

|

North Blendon was

MUSIC.
pOOK

BROS. FOR THE LATEST POPUaonn and thr beat In thr reuato Una
'ttlaanaphone 1289. 27 F.aM Eighth St.

U

lar

RUSH THE CAN
SO SAY

O

Bt

J.

W. Beardslee.v. P

LUMBER

CO., 228

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

R1VEB

Cltlzanaphone 100L

LOCAL

SALOON KEEPERS
a visitor here Saturday.
mules and many of the bottles were for about half an inch. Her conruHN 8. DYKBTRA. 40 EAST EIGHT)
Evert Kloosterman of Grand Rap- "broken. One of the mules was in- dition for a while was very serious,
J fit. Citizen*phone 1267— Jr.
Although Holland has saloons, loids is visiting with friends and rel- jured by falling on the broken bot- as she was unable to eat except by
atives in Zeeland.
tles. The outfit belonged to the sucking through a straw. She is cal people will not be allowed to
GROCERIES AND MEATS.
now recoveringrapidly.
"j'ush the can’ and local people will
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrlt Van Dyke ana PasteurizedMilk Co., and was in
ALBBRT
BIDDING.— FILL TOUR MARvery probably never see several men lx. ket basket with nice clean Trash trochildren, and Miss Julia Burnnel left charge of E. Lugers and Gerald
OLIVE
CENTER
tertec.
Don’t
forget the place, comar River
lined up along the street, in some
for Chicago Friday to spend a few Brinkman.
and Bereath streets. Both phones.
A
peculiar
accident
happened
on
The Macatawa Auditorium was
dark alley or behlng a lumber pile
days visitingfriends and relatives.

well filled Sunday afternoon when the farm of L. J. Fellows in Olive with a pail of beer, which is a familBAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
the Rev. Flipse took charge of the township while the threshingof the iar sight in many other cities that
Chicago, spent a few days visiting
SAAC VEHSCHURE.THE I&CENT PARservices.John Vandersluls’quartet grain was in progress. The large lave saloons.
cel delivery man. always prompt. Also exXriends in Zeeland.
sang several selections and also led tractlcFh engine with which the work
As soon as the saloons opened in ess and bamrage- Call him up on tee Cltlns phone for quick delivery.
Joseph Kooiker spent yesterdayIn the songs at the beach meeting at was being done jumped a bridge ov- Holland some men took advantage
J.

Diekema,Prea

.UMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH.
jJJCOTT-LUOERB

was

Mrs. J.

O. J.

Capital stock paid In .....................1 50.000
Additionalstockholder’alUhillty ........‘ 50.004
Deposit or security ...................... IO0.Q00
Pays 4 per cent Interest on SavingsDepoyita

A.

DIRECTORS:
D. B.Keppel.Daniel Ten Cat«
Hummr- D. B Yotena. J.G. Rutger

Vlsieher.

Gee.P.

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES,

FRIS BOOK STORE

Boonker from Rotfeland

9

Books, Stationery, Bibles,

Newspapers, and Magazines
^Chicago in the interest of the G. H. 7:30 In the evening. Sunday school er which It was being steered by of getting beer cheap and were on
E -E AR-NOSE-and-THROAT
Ben Brinks, the engineer in charge. hand with their tin palls. As there
is held In the Auditorium every week
Hulzenga & Co.
Dr. A. Leenhouts
at 3 o’clock In the afternoon,the The fall was about ten feet and the Is no clause in the ordinance prohibSOW. 8th
Phone 1749
John’ Westveer of Springfield,111.,
,
Office:
Corner of 8th Street and River
accident might have been a fatal one. Itng the sale of beer by the can the
pupils yesterdaynumbering 162.
-Js spending a few days visiting with
OFFICE HOURS
The Rev. Mr. Walkotten of Rose- The men on the engine, however, men wers successful in getting their
friends in Zeeland.
3 toS:30p.n. Duly 7:30to9:30p.m.Tuetday
DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
land, 111., who has been called by saw things were going wrong and drink in that way. But the second
ud Saturday eveningr only.
G. Van Loplk made a business trip the 16th St. Christian Reformed they jumped in time to escape in- day the saloons were In the city a No Office Hour* in the morning or' on Sunday rtOEBBURO, H. R.. DEALER* IN DRUGS.
L/ medicines, paints, oils, toilat articles,
•to Grand Haven Thursday in the in- church, will be in Holland Wednes- jury.
moorted and domestic cigars. Citizensphene
row resultedamong a few men in
1291. 12 E. Eighth Bt.
terests of the Ted and Ed Clothing
day night to address the congrethe so-called Holland jungles or
o
Co.
lumber
piles over a can of beer, and
gation.
Miss Helene Pelgrim
BORCULO
Mrs. Roy Frltchie and daughter
this
put
a
quietus
oh
"rushing
the
Gerrlt L. Gebben of Borculo bears
Teacher 01 Piano
Ruth returned Thursday after hav
Come and see the 1)811000 ascen- the distinctionof being the first pick can.” The saloonkeepers, respecting
i niry Physicim ud Sir|e«B
ing spent a few weeks visiting with sion In Holland on Farmer’s Picnic le grower in this community who de- the wishes of the police,came to an
Citz. Phone U50
flllktCells preaptiyattaM te
livered pickles to the local salting
Dav Thursday August 13.
ter parents at Traverse City.
agreement that they would not sell
Residence 197 W. 12th St.
Come, and see the balloon ascen- station. This was on Monday of this
Pleat
•UuJ.ffkfc
John Wolf of Hudsonvillt was a sion in Holland on Farmer’s Picnic week when he picked eleven crates. beer by the can In the future.
Monday was the opening day of the
business caller there Thursday.
Day Thursday August 13.

.St.

/

, -

-

Dr. N. K; Prince

1146

face threi

Holland City News
CATCH FISH WITH MUSIC

LOCAL CANNING FACTORY PUT- DO AWAY WITH “DEAD MAN'S”
CURVE NEAR POOLE
TING UP HUNDREDS OF THOURESIDENCE ON LAKE
- SANDS OF CANS
SHORE DRIVE

Music hath charms to soothe and

UNITED STATES WILL BE ALL
DRY WITHIN TEN YEARS
SAYS EX GOV MALCOLM

YlH

XG

HOLLAND BOY BANDIT OTTAWA COUNTY RECEIVES THE
MAKING OF A MAN
HUM OK 9101,01)4.00 IN
IN HLM.
PRIMARY MONEY

liAft THE

attract the wlley fish as well as the

savage beast, according to George Mak s Many S.urillng Statements In Wr.tes Letter to His Former KmThe actual apportionment of the*
According to Ottawa County Of- Sinclair,the veteran angler of Wesploycr; In Braised By His
Tne Louise of Impassioned
school primary fupd was made Mon
Summer Seoaon; Employ
ficials a campaign is about to be put tern Michigan. Just as strains harKeeper at Lansing
day. The estimated figures have
Two-Hour Address
.75 People
under way to make what Is known monious and tinkling musical appeal
been published before but the actual
as the park road "Dead Man's" the esthettclsm of the uncouth Jun- Spe.klnt t0 „„„ ot the lirgett lu.
Mr. Duer, living just east ot the flguiet were not given out tin Mon
The toUl fund distributed
The Holland Canning Company la kurve safe for the public traveling gle resident, so It !i with the Ash.
ljiat ever ga[liereilIn ly, bus leceiveda letter from El- amounted
to 15,725,614.71.Ottawa
this season receiving a heavy run of over the new stone road. This curve untutored lion, with shaggy,
Korai|r 0overnor Malcolm me/ Nu.smer, one of the three boy
county
received
the sum of $101,most of the crops that form the is on the slope of a little hill be- ling mane, may be drawn from Its
R. Pattenon of Tennessee Tuesday Landlis who teirorlzed this city Iasi 994.60. Wayne county received the
raw material of products turned out ^efin Holland and Macatawa. For lair with a "blue" not, but H cannot
declared that within ten years the win.er. Nuismer, before he got into
largest share of the money, namely,
by this concern. Not only are the many years it has been a dangerous respond more readily than the perch
United Slates would be a prohibi- his present trouble, was often em(arm product, that are tiually thoil Pot bec«"»e »' ,he <»« t'1,t drl,er* the bass and the blue gill inculcat- tion nation. This was only one of ployed by Mr. Duer and the latter $1,091,965.80. The county receivcoming from opposite directions
ing the smallest amount was Oscoda,
oi when crops ate mentioned big
ed in Sinclair’sunusual philosophy.
he many startling statementsmade took a deep interest In the boy. He
cannot
see one another coming. But
the amount for that county being
this year, but the minor crops of
Sinclair has angled the waters of by America’s greatest advocate of had frequentlyadvised the boy in
it is now doubly dangerotts because
only $4,380.70, Allegan county restrawberfle* Mack-berries, beans,
Macatawa Park and Ottawa Beach rehibitlon.For nearly two hours aiious matters and he declares that
of the fact that the ston* road is a
ceived less than Ottawa, the amount
tomatoes, etc., are also very satisfor more than 10 years and during the magnetic speaker from the south
n hls opinion it was largely bad combeing $81,330.50.
factory li thin community this
temptationtO rapid drlrln* that time' he has established a repukept' the large audience quietly lis- panions find unwholesomesurrund
sen, w, that the local canning con,- 1 Moreover moat autoal.t. are prac- tation as a fishermanthat li without
tening to his address, which was lugs that made young Nuismer go
pany la running to It. capacity
““f*11"1 10 <lriTe ™‘,on*b1' parallel. During the summer seacharged with an earnestnessand a wrong. Mr. Duer declares there was CHRIS DE JONGK WINS SUPREME
take care of foe hundreds of (arm- (a!t wlle" ““""t ,rom the «'*
son never a day goes by when his ef- quiet power that made the listeners a great deal of good in the boy an I
. COURT CASE
era who bring load, of produce e«h|order to make ,h« (trade. Auto drlr- forts do not bring forth twice the
that
given
the
right
influences
he
forget the passage of time.
era declare that it Is nothing short
drfy.
catch of the most ardent sportsman.
Another startling statement made in ght have turned out to be a bright Supreme Court Affirms Decision of
of a Alracle that no one has been
Just now the Holland Canning Co.
His work is little short of remark- by Mr. Patterson was that at the w.de-awake young man.
injured or killed at this spot the
Ottawa Circuit In March 1019,
is engaged in packing butter-beans.
able, because he never complains of next fall election four more state
'lhat this eatlmule of the uoy a
past summer. A few days ago
Over Road Obstruction
Some sixty women and girls arj entwo autolsts came within a very few the proverbialbad luck. All day* would adopt statewide prohibition, character was right seems to be born
gaged in the plant stringing the 'nches of having a head-on collision are alike to him and his success nev- namely Oregon, Idaho, Colorado and out by the letter young Nuismer
bean., and there .re some 15 other ! d
onljr becau>e the arlTe„ er varies.
Virglna. The speaker declared with uaa written to Mr. Duer as well as
Among (he Supreme Court case*
employee, at work In other depart- had thelr machlne, under per(ect
It has always beei/ generally absolute assurance that these four by the le.ter which the boy's keeper
the lower court decisions of which
ment.- The local company ha. con- ro|)tro]tljat a 8eI.,0U8aCFlaentwa. known that Sinclair "worked a sys- slates would adopt prohibition, de- has written. Nuismef Is serving two
have been reportedas affirmed, wai
tracted for an acreage of about 80 averred- Tuesday another autoist tem" in connectionwith his fishing. claring that ho was intimatelyac- eais in the Industrial school at
that of the township of Blendon vs.
acres of butter beans, belonging to jnarrowjy,escaped running into a Detroit and Chicago anglers, after quainted with conditionsthere and Lansing. Following are the two letChris DeJonge In which the township'
about 100 farmers within a radius of h,uggy that was' coming from the matching skill with him and meeting that there was hardly ' any doubt ters one from young Nuismer and
sued for an injunctionto restrain
defeat, have declared that he posses- about the result at the poys next No- one irom his keeper;
about ten miles from Holland. The oppositedirection,
the defendant from closing a drain,
bean crop Is very satlsfactorjfthis The trouble is only a matter of a sed an uncanny power. Some even vember. Another state will vote on Dear Friends:
upon the allegation that the properyear, and before the season Is oyer thick growth of willow trees, It Is have suggested supernaturalassist- the question Is California,but Mr
I am writing you a few lines to let ty upon which the obstructionwas
thousands of cases will have been declared by those who have looked ance. Sinclair always fishes atone Patterson said he did not expect let you know how I am. 1 am well
built belonged to the township. Deover the ground. Some time ago the and has never allowed his tongue to prohibition to carry there.
and hope the same of you. Quite a Jonge backed up hls contentionthat
The strawberrycrop was also very towonship officialstook steps to wag. Ruse after ruse has failed, and
Speaking about the proposed pro lot of time has passed slrce I have such was not the rase in winning a
good. The local company put aave soihe of the trees removed. The his secret remained as in a crypit hitibltlonamendment to the United been theie to see you, 1 cannot tell
decision In the Ottawa county cirup about 4,000 cases of strawber- 1 owner of the property cut out some until a short time ago, when, after States constitution Mr. Patterson you how I long to be bick on the
cuit court during the March term of
rles, each case containingtwo dozen brush, it Is declaredby the officials considerablecontemplation it was said that if congress would pass the
farm with you.
1913. In April 1913 the case was
or a total of nearly a hundred thou- but did not cut out enough trees to given to the public.
necessarymeasure he felt sure that
1 am in cottage five and our cot- appealed to the supreme court.
After Sinclair had passed his 70th the necessary thirty-sixstates would
sand cans. Of rhubard about 500 dp any good or to add to the safety
tage manager Is Mr. Wooley. EvWhen tried In the Ottawa court
birthday
anniversary,believing that /atify the measure. In support of
cases were put up, each case con- of the curve. It Is charged by the
eiy thing is just beautiful here, but the case attracted no little attention
talnlng twelve cans. The cherry crop offlcals that he refuses to cut out he had but a few' more years to live, this he declared that 72 per cent of
there is no place like home. 1 hope and many were of the opinion that"
handled at the local plant amounted any mpre, and there is talk on the he concluded to acquaint his man'r .he area of the United States Is Harry Is still on the farm and Bill
De Jonge was entirely In the right.
to nearly fifty thousand cans. The part of the officialsto begin con- friends with his infallible"system’*. "dry" territory; that fifty per cent
on his old job.
The whole contention arose over the
crowd of the best of the populationof the United
raspberrycrop was rather light this demnatlonproceedings In ordfer to Summoning
Saturday was the Fourth of July building of an embankment which
year ,but It Is expected that the achieve what they consider is neces- steel-rodded,quadruple-reeledang- Stages lives in "dry" territory; that and we had a great time. We hail
was found to obstruct a public drainblackberrycrop, about to be brought sary to enfcure the safety of the pub- lers at the beaches to his cottage, during the past eight years saloons all kinds of games and races all day
The ^township made an effort to
and placing his golden-haired grand- have been forced out of businessin
in will be very
lie at this point.
long. At night we had a band con- prove that the land upon which the
The outlook for tomatoes is also They estimate that some ten rods child on his knees, he faced about the United States at the rate of 40
cert.
embankment appeared,was and had
very good. The Holland Canning of space will have to be cleared of with the declaration:
each day in the year.
We went to bed about 8:30. Now been public property.
"Fellows, it’s music, that’s all."
Company has contractedfor a hun- willow trees and that when this Is
"It Is not tin organized liquor I will ’tell you about the ways the?
o -----Before him, at his feet, he had trafficthat the prohibition forces
fired and twenty-five acres and they done the auto drivers can see the
have here. We get up at 5 o’clocn CORNELIUS YBKK8 COMBS NEAR
are looking for many thousands of other machines coming from far placed a quait glass milk bottle. find hardest to fight," declared the
in the morning and go lo breakfast
DEATH FROM
,
About the neck a rope was fastened speaker. "The organized liquor trafbushels of tomatoes In the near fu- enough to ensure safety,
at 6:15 and go to work at 6:30.
ture when the season
The township officials are determ- Inside the bottle, to which another fic has not brains enough to put up
We work till 11 o’clock. We go
In addition to this there will' be lined to make the spot safe before cord was attached, ,eposed a rusty a strong fight. What we find the
While battling bed bugs which he
to bed at 7 o’clock every night. Satlarge quantities of apples acd peach- 1 such a course becomes necessary be- screen door spring. Sinclair lifted hardest to overcome *18 conservatism
declares
infest his bed, Cornelius
urday’s
we
have
a
half-holiday
and
#
es brought In before the canning cause of a death or an accident, and the spring and rattled It against the — conservatismon the part of the
Yskes,
38
years old, whose home Is
we play ball all the time.
season closes some time In November are thlnklne of starting conderana- bottle. A tingling musical sound was clean citizenshipof the country. The
in
Holland,
but who is working In
, The cottages go on th^ farm about
given off.
The concern Is usually busy during Hon proceedings
Idea that something must always b»Grand
Rapids
Monday had a narone at a time. We have fifty acres
"There you have it," he said. because it has always been Is hard
about six months of the year, and
^
row
escape
from
death, when he
of sugar beets. The boys hoe then,
THE MOVIES TO TELL TO HOL- 'That’s all there is to It. And mai
during that time It brings hundto overcome. But within the next about twice a month. They do not swallowed a large quantity of poisLAND PEOPLE STORY OF
is why I have ycu all faded when It few years this conservatism is godreds of farmers to town each week
use cultivators here. We have all on. He was rushed to St. Mary's
PIKE TOUR.
comes to lifting the beautiesout of ing to be swept from the nation.
who come here from a distanceof
kinds of fruit here. The boys are hospital in the police ambulance and
the water. All you have to do is to There Is nothing that can stop the
ten miles from all directions-The
picking raspberries now. The boys the prompt appliance ot the stomach
sixty women employed by the con-l8**111!
SpectacularEvents let the bottle down In the water. movement that Is now in progress.”
of our class graduated and now they pump saved hls life.
Supend it about four feet from the
To Be Thrown Upon the
cern earn from a dollar a day to a
Mr. Patterson told the story of hls
"It’s sure death for bed bugs", an
bottom. Then jingle the apring. own life. He served six years In are on the farm.
dollar and seventy-five cents. The
Screen Here.
enterprising
agent told Yskes MonI am working. for Mr. Wooley In
The tinkle is music to any fish that congressand four years In the govwork is all piece-work and the
day as he exhibited to him a patent
the morning and In the carpenter
amount earned depends largely on
The hundreds of people in Wes- swims. It attracts and they soon ernor’s chair of Tennessee.During shop In the afternoon. How Is Mr. bed bug killer, which operated by
the ability of the workers.
blowing through a tube. Yskes pur'tern Michigan who were unable to fish about. Blue gills, bass and perch all that time he was opposed to proVand^rbelt getting along, are hls
o
chased the killer and Monday proalong on the second annual Pike tour will investigate and be charmed hibition while he favored local opold horses still living? This is all
ceeded to try It out. The poison reFIRE WORKS TO BE MOST ELAB- but who were much Interested In the Soon a veritable school will collect tion. When the legislatureof TennI have to write for this time. Write
fused te flow as he blew on a tube
ORATE EVER SEEN AT
trip of the road men will have an op- and then it is but the simplest mat- essee passed a statewideprohibition
me a letter as soon as you can.
attached to it, so he put the other
portunity to take the tour via the ter to drop a few lines and hook law, lie, as governor, vetoed it. That
JEXISON.
From Your Friends,
end In hls mouth and tried to start
motion plcturb route. The Western as many as are needed."
veto was a document which gaineC
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Decorated Launches,

Michigan Development

Sailboats and
\

bureau hud

Sinclair conceived his

idea

ELMER NUISMER.

that nationalfame. Into It Mr. Patter-

the liquid flowing. It started all

right and before Yskes could get the
music many years ago. He son said he had put hls best thought
Mr. G. Deur,
Large Floats To Be Features
machine out of his mouth he had
stood
on
a
dock
looking
down
into
touristson the trip and pictures were
on the subject — that is, the best
Holland,Mich.
swallowed about two ounces of the
the
placid
waters
of
Black
lake,
of the Festival
taken of mofet of the important
thought on the subject he had up
My dear sir:
poison.
watching
a
number
of
fish
dart
to
scenes along the way. In this way
to that time. It was printed in
Elmer has asked me to add a
When the police arrived he was
and
fro about an old minnow bucxei thousands of newspapers throughPlans are now practically com- the people can take the tour without
line or so to his letter and I a
found on the floor In terrible agonywhich
had
sunk
to the bottom. The out the country. The liquor traffic
pleted for the gteat water fete on suffering the Inconveniencesof such
First aid was applied by the officers
manner in which they finned about had it printed in pamphlet form and very glad to do so.
Macatawa Bay, Friday night. The a trip.
He has told me many nice things and a record breaking trip was maderested and finned again attracted his had it distributed by millions thrufireworks which will f be the spec- The pictures have been ahown In
about you and your home and
attention and he wondered why. Usto the hospital.
out the land.
ial feature, are to be put up from several cities including Grand Haven
know your friendship and Influence
ually, he thought,such fish were In
But the speaker declared that latthe center of- the Bay so as to be in Ottawa county, and the next place
means a great deal to this boy.
HAH ARMY WORMS
seen from Ottawa Beach, Macatawa where they will be exhibited is Hoi- the habit of staying only in deep er he came to study the question
Elmer is one of my very best boys.
water.
from the angle of a Christianand
Park and Jenlson Park. In addition land. They have come to this city
He investigated.Drawing up the he turned about completelyon pro- He Is obedient to the letter and de DREADED PEHT DESTROYS THE
(here will be a bombardment (rom tod»y “nd they are being shown in
cldedly trustworthy, thus far. He has
The Royal.
old pall he found that the cover was
CROPS IN OTTAWA
hibition, so that now he advocated
three forts, one of which will be on
The films are in two rwels and th
loose. The action of the water, he not only statewide prohibition, and expresseda desire to go back to you
COUNTY.
Mt. Plzgah, and one on Baldhead and
will show many interesting facts
figured, flapped the top against the not only nation-wide prohibition, but when he has finished his work here;
one on Perry Hill. The entire shore about Western Michigan, the place
body. Thus a tiny sound was given vorld-wlde prohibition. He hinted and I hope 'Very sincerely that he
of the Bay will be beautifully dec- in which all Michigan people are now
The army worm has reached the
may. Good boys are scarce and he
off. II was very similar to a musical
it tragic episodes In hls own life
orated with all kluds^of lanterns, interested^dueto the effort? of the
vicinitiesof Zeeland and Holland on
can be made to be a nice man.
sound, be reasoned, and perhaps that
hat had brought him to this conflowers and special featnres. Along
.Development Bureau. Not only will was the attraction.
I would be glad to have you come* its marqh westward, some fields bedusion, but did not go into detail
the shore large reflector, b.ve been the beau(y Bp()t8 along lbe plka. be
and see him some time; he would ap- ing literally covered with the dreadGoing to his home he rummaged
ibout them.
placed to throw the light from the ibowiii but ther6 win be a numoet
ed pest. The little black worms, avpreciate li, I am sure.
about and found the bottle. The
Mr. Patterson's address was an
Red fire out over the water. Search of spectacular pictures, such as the
eraging
about an laph in length are
Very
truly,
spring came next and then the tin- Impassionedappeal for the abolition
lights will be shown from tl)ree
the larvae of a moth which march la
burning of the steamship "Manistee* kel. Right at the outset the scheme
H. E. WOOLEY.
of the liquor traffic. It was one of
different points for the purpose of
great compact numbers, the exterat Spring Lake recently. The Elks was successfuland during all the
the greatest effortsIn oratory heard
illuminatingthe floats as they pass
Convention at Petoskey a few weeks years since that time, the fish have
SEVERAL WILL LEAVE HOLLAND mination of which is rarely accomIn this city In recent years. The
bj.
plished until ita irreparable ravages
the open of the million dollar harbor responded, giving Sinclair his repu
FOR THE FOREIGN FIELD
Bunnell-Weller Company entertainFor this event there will be sevare effected and the residents of this
t at Ludington' a short time since, and tatlon.
THIS FALL.
ed the audience royally during the
cr.l launches and a number of «.llab()llt wWch the peopIe
community
are becoming alarmed at
Luck never had any bearing on his
Miss Nellie Zwenrer will return to
first part of the evening.
boata decorated and In addition
the visitationof this insect.
of Western Michigan have been fishing, Sinclair says, and any day
Amoy during the coming fall, and Is
o
there will be six large floats whiiih
So far as may be learned this com
Leading In the newspapers. The life is a good day if the musical tinkle
Dr. J. N. Vander Vries Spends the scheduled to sail from San Franare being built uow on the shore of
munlty has only once before been
of this section of the state during is forthcoming.
cisco on the 19th of September
the bay and which will be drawn
• Day With Relatives.
visited by the army worm plague, or
recent weeks will be thrown upon
"Just use the milk bottle and the
With her will go the new recruit to
about during the evening along the
any of the species to which the term
the screen and the spectatorscan spring,” he advises, as he prepared
the Mission Force In China, Miss
entire shore.
Dr. John N. Vander Vries, profesIs often applied, and that was many
seen for themselves the actual hap- to carry his sleeping grandchild to
Edna K. Beekman.
The parade will begin at 8:30 p.
sor of Mathematics In the University
years ago. The history of the real
penings Just as they took place.
his cot. "YouTl get results. In a
Dr. and MrsOilmans are
m. and the fire works display will
of Kansas, and hls wife, Mrs. Vander
army worm is that the numbers tra rThis Is the first time that any- few weeks you yill have reputations
follow. After the fireworks are over
Vries are renewing old acquaintanc-bnsily preparing for the return Jour el from field to field, destroyingaE?
thing of this nature has been given like mine.
the Interurban company ekpect to
es and spending the day with Mr. ney to Japan. With them will go grain and growng plants in their
In Holland. It is part of the cam
have little trouble In quickly handand Mrs. C. E. Lincoln, qt 128 W. their youngest son Theodore, and path, and the march is made In rer
Fanners' Take Notice!
paign of the Development Bureau to
their two daughters Janet and Evling *the crowd. The extra cars will
11th street
ular order, from which comes tht"
make the people of Western Mich!
elyn, these daughters have been apbe stored on the tracks at the InDr. Vander Vries Is spending a
We will insure your grain In the
gan Intimately acquaintedwith their
pointed as missionaries In the North term army worm.
terurban Pier, Jenlson Park and will
The workings of the worms arr
own resources and their own advant- shock, stack or granary, against loss few weeks with hls parents, the Rev. Japan Mission. They expect to sail
be loaded there with the Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Vander Vries of Grand
exact and complete. They leave lit*by
fire
or
lightning
for
$1
per
hunages.
for Japan on -the 29th of August.
passengers on separate cars from t)ie
Rapids and former pastor of the
tie behind them In the way of growdred
for
one
year,
and
less
for
a
Dr. and Mrs. J- Kruldenier of the
Grand Rapids passengers to avoid
Central Ave., Church, before leaving
Coffee and Lemonade served free
ing plants . As the numbers multifor an extended tour of the Atlan- American Mission In Egypt who lived
delay. The company is able now to in Lincoln Park on Farmers’ Picnic shorter period.
ply, leaders of the different sections
tic coast and the White Mountains. 4n Holland during their furlough exfurnish much better service than in Day Thursday August 13.
Protect your year’s crop — Insure
will draw their follower* away from
— o
pect to return to their work In Egypt
o
the past on account of the number
today.
the main body, and pursue a differHolland
will
entertain
the
farmer
Holland will entertain the tarmer
the latter part of August. They will
of new cars and the increased power
M. A. SPOY,
from fa? and near on Thursday
from far and near on Thursday
be accompaniedby a portion of ent direction.
facilities.
August 13, everybody Invited.
August 18, everybody invited.
11 E. 8 th
Holland,Mich.
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TROMAS COLLINS, SLASHED AT CHICAGO BREAD COMPANY TO *Hve twenty-threestores In
CONDUCT A PERMANENT ^
« PKLMARY MONEY MGttKES WAVERLY, SAYS HE IS THRU
lacturedby th^Chi
BUSINESS HERE.
FOR OTTAWA.
WITH WAVERLY

‘COUNTY clerk' MAkE8 iltfr OP

^

.

i

-s

On the

basis of the anntfil 'ffeport

of school primary money

made

by

Was Provided With New Salt
Clothes By Ottawa County

the state department of education
the county clerk of Ottawa county

of

SO SA^S

ReprmenUtlve of the Company In
City Today to

Poor Director.

Make

WtTOMI-ILCOURT IN

CIMON'
Neces-

A

sary Arrangements.

Holland.

DE-

HANDED DOWN ~
MONDAY

decision having an Important

hearing on one phrase of 'the liquor
question was rendered by the 8u-

Thomas Colllnt, the man who reWhat will practicallyamount to a
ment of the amounts to be received ceived serious wounds at the hands new business concern in Holland preme court Friday iif a case that
by the various townships and cities of hla drunken hobo companions in will be the selling of bread by the came from Burnside township, Lain Ottawa county:
Wavexly a short time ago, was turn- Schultz people of Chicago, who have peer county. On the last day of the
First column of figures, number of ed out of the county jail Tuesday been doing business In this city the legislativeseealon an amendment to
children In school census; second after serving the light sentence given past week or two. One of the mem- the liquor law was gumshoed thru
column, number IncludedIn the >ap* him In the Holland court. His hers of the Chicago concern waa In both houses, giving township boaras
portlonment; list column , amount wduiids were considered sufficiently the city Tuesday to help to make nr- land municipal councila the right to
healed to be out of danger. When rangements for making the business saloons out of business by
apportioned:
•Tae Foundationof the Cnppon & Bertsch Lt ather Company.
$
3,711*40
time came for Collins to see free- in Holland a permanentone. He arbitrarily refusing to accept a saAllendale ....534 534
(Continued from First Page
4,856^40 dom ahead, he happened to remem- declared that they had come to Hol- loonkeeper’s^fchnds.
The board addeul. The deal turned out bad on Blendon ......684 684
* --------—
account of the big decline in wool. Chester ......... 522 522
3,706.20 ber that the altercation In Hollanu land to stay and that they would mitted the bond was good and suffihim. He asked me if 1 was ready We then had to take their business Crockery ...... 426 426
3,024-60 had resulted In his clothes being cut be one of the merchants doing busi- cient, but no bond* would he acto go the next morning ana 1 toia 0n thelr hands and we sold it out.
5,637.40 to shreds and he informed the sher- ness here. The bread will be made cepted, as thq hoard proposed to
him 1 was. The next morning we |n jgyg we re-organixed the Cappon Georgetown 794 794
1 668.50 ihat perhaps he could not go out of in Chicago and will be shipped In make the township djar. The court
started on foot tor Holland with £ Bertsch Leather Co., increased Q. Haven ....292 235
11,786.00 the jail after all. All .during his here every morning. As soon as holds that this lillir amendment I»
about t*o feet of snow on the the capital stock to $800,000,$600,j O. H- Clty....l660 1660
ground. We stopped at Zeeland for qqq 0f which was paid in. In 1897 Holland ...... 1056 1056
7,497.60 stay at the county Jail, Collins wore navigation closes the bread wil be unconstitutionaland that while a
dinner. 1 notiied that most of the ^ incorporatedthe Michigan Leaiu
shipped to Holland by express, ar- township or municipal board may, at
23,827.60 a robe constructedof a blanket.
3356
people wore wooden shoes and I €r q0 t at \jhi Creek, capitalised for Holland Cy. 3356
Superintendentof the Poor, Dick- riving here about five o’clock in the Ita discretion,reject a bond for rea4,700.20
told Mr. Cappon we were going to uoo.OOO and sold out in 1906 to Jamestown ....662 662
4,260.00 inson provided Collins with enough morning.
a bad place to make leather where lhe central Leather Co., for $250,- Olive ............ 600 600
sonable cause, it canot do so when
everybody wore wooden shoes. He 000 jn 1909 the Cappon & Bert- Polkton ......... 713 713
It Is not the Intention of the Chi there is no reason except to put all
5,062.30 clothes to leave Grand Haven withsaid they wore more leather suoes gth Leather Co., sold out to Armour
Then he looked backed with a sort of cago concern, according to the repre- saloons out of business.
2, 286. SO
Robinson ..... 322 322
in Holland than In Zeeland. When we & Co for $678,250”
a smile over his face and seemed sentatlve in Holland Monday to put
3,883.70
547
"The leglftlfcture’ has provided that
reached Holland we called on K6v. Mr Bertgch has large flnancla’ Spr. Lake ....547
anyone out of business.He declared
little
able
to
take
up
his
old
life.
3,095
06
436
a
county
can be made dry by a maA. C. Van Kaulte. He was as fine
erty interests in Grand Rap Tallmadge ....436
Collins will be remembered as the that he wished to be considered as jority vote of the electors, but not by
a man as I ever saw. He owned jdg and elgewhere.He is interested Wright ......... 478 392
2,783.20
one with the business Interests of
most of the land In Holland. We |n Barc|ayi Ayerg & Bertsch, the
9,137.70 member of the hobo camp who had
a hoard or council can a part of a
Zeeland ...... 1287 1287
told him we had come to Holland Globe Kn|t'ting Co., Wykes-Schroudbetter clothes than his fellows and Holland. A local man, whose home
county he arbitrarilymade dry,” say*
to build a tannery and asked him if Co geveral banks ana trust comhis rought treatment followedin this city will be appointed to
Total. ...W369 14226 161,004.60
be had any land he wanted to sell J and owng a large amount of
the court.
new suit he wore, just purchased handle the business for this city and
us. He answered. ‘Yes I can sell ;rofllable real e8late, includingthe
you a piece of land in the Tannery
and buildlng occupied by the EAST CEMETERY PLAT IS IM- with money earned In the mint fields he will do a legitimate business acEGGS FROM FARM TO MARKET
addition, west of the Schurr tannery M,
Hardware Company on
of southern Michigan, was cut to cording to the Schultz represenUPROVED
BY BOARD OP
(His place was west of the steam- ‘ „ .Jrth aVenue.
pleces by some member of the camp, tive. He will co-operatewith the Jn the bulletIn recentIy lg8Ued by
TRUSTEES
boat landing.) He said, ‘You
attributes his cuccess to
and in the process Collins received other merchants of Holland in all |
8 Matthews, IllinoisFood Comwant about two lots and I will sell
v . .
»
to keeping everlastingat it. It it
what land you want for *85 We
> 8 comm(m knowiedge that Eight Acre Tract Put In Fine Shape; a 14-lnch wound across his breast. movements for the upbuildingof the mlssloner, In which the announcetold him »e wanted at leut one
rmhlul to hia hual
Collins said he was through with city and will do his share in bringing ment is made that the sale of rotten
Four Hundred Trees and Shrubs
acre, and he answered, All right, than Mr Bertsch was in the
about all advance movements of the and spot eggs In that State Is proWaverly forever.
hibited and the law to that effect enyou can have an acre for $85/ Mr.
af^ctlvity He reSet Out
city.
Cappon told him to make a deed, da>s of h h
t
oforced, the followingrecommenda"Our statisticsshow*,” said the tians for the betterment of the egg
wh?cPh ho did, and . paid him In ro.d "“/LaTe orer he woSfd no" "
PAYING
POLITICS
IN
GOOD
ROAD
The eight acre tract of land, at one
The next morning Mr. Cappon went llve 1118 1,1 .ifroi.-ntlv fhfln be did
Schulte representativeMonday. supply appear:
back to Grand Rapids after his fam very much dlfferenUythan he dia time an apple orchard, lying east of
BUILDING
“that less than 25% of the people
To the Farmer
ily and I bought an axe and shovel except that he would be extra
Pilgrim Home cemetery and west of
of Holland city now buy bakers’
Produce only Infertile eggs for
to clear our patch of land. Mr. Cap tlous as to whom l^e selected as
the Pere Marquette track, recently TOUR TO RESULT IN ISSUANCE bread. This is an exceedinglysmall market, as they do not spoil so
pon returned In less than a week partner,
acquiredby the city for the enlargeOF SUPPLEMENTARYWARN-, percentage.We believe that this quickly as fertile one.
with his family and rented a house He scoffs at t e
Dispose of the roostersas soon
ment of the cemetery,has been platand I bearded with them. As soon the leather manufactured lh
ING TO
easily be raised to about bo per as eggs needed for hatching are obas Mr. Cappon returned, we made time is inferior to
>
'cent. What we expect to do It to tained . The eggs keep better ana
ted by the board of park and ceman agreement with Schling & Salx- sixty years ago. When he was a boy
etery trustees and has now been Of ton Found the “Official” Course get more people to eat bakers’ bread. the hens will lay Just as many of
man to build us twelve vats, four a farmer kept a hog two yew bethem.
placed in the market. The old cemLeads Over Impassible That mean8 that we are not *0,n* t0
beam vats, six tan vat and two leach fore he killed him. Now he fats h
Provide plenty of clean nests with
take away from the trade of the loetery having been practically sold
es. Mr. Cappon and I finished clear up In eight or nine months and ge
clean straw In them.
Highway.
Ing our place; then we dug a place as heavy a hog In that time as a
cal bakers. Our campaign of pubout, the board of park and cemeto
for our vats. When the vats were used to get in two yeara. the sa
licity will, we believe, actually help
ery trustees have used all possible'
Those who are not able to come
finished we put up poles for a build is true of the leather business. Ne
As one direct result of the West them There Is plenty of room for to tne
aunng tne
the News ornce
office during
the aay
day
Ing and boarded It on both the In- protessea have shortened the urn dispatch in the preliminarysteps toMichigan
pike tour, the pike booklet lncreaBe ln trade ,n Holland. We a*- t,m« to Mttl® the,r subscription and
ward the improvement of the
side and outside, filled In with tan repaired to complete the tann
recently Issued '.A a 5,000 edition is ^ trylng t() harm anyone We are
bark and put a board roof on. The process. So great has been tn grounds. The several drives have
©’clock every
building was about 24x44, the bark change that if Mr. Bertsch wanted been graded and graveled, and over to be supplemented at once * th n- merely try,ng iQ do an honegt
mill building 24x26 feet. We used to go Into the leather business again
formation
of
the
condition
of
roads
gtraIglltforward
business.”
Wednesday
night,
four hundred trees and ornamental
the main buildingfor both tanning —which he would not be likely to
Holland City News.
shrubs have been set out. The board along the pike and suggestionsfor j Accordlng to the gchaltx represent
do
at
his
age—
he
would
have
to
and finishing our leather. A bad
detours
from
the
established
pike
panic came on in the fall and we learn the trade all over again. This will continueto Improve and embellhad to sell our leather for what we does not apply to sole leather so ish the grounds to the extent its fin- route that will enable autolststo
much as it does to upper leather.
make the West Michigan pike trip
had paid for the hides.
Mr. Bertsch has never fished oi ances will admit.
'After our tannery was built I
with more comfort than the tourists
With a view of furthering the prowent to Chicago and bought twenty- hunted or owned a fast horse. His
did last
live dry hides and about 600 *reen time has been so fully occupied by ect the board is anxious to obtain
The tourists found out that local
salted calf skins. Mr. Pfanstiehl sold keen attention to his business that funds through the sale of lots. A
us it horse and wagon on time, also be has had very little time to devote
map has been made of the plat show politics,particularly on the north
feed for the horse, groceries and to anything else until the last few
end of the pike, had considerable to
paid our orders for bark. Before years. While he still exercises an Ing drives, etc., and these have been
we were in busniess a year we owed oversight over his propertyinterests sent to a large number of people In do with the laying out of the pike
- _ _
•• _ _
1«r r* no
him over $800 and we had very lit- he devotes his time mostly to the the city. A schedule of prices Is and after flounderingthrough piuc
guidance
and
encouragement
of his
tle to show for It. The second year
printed on the reverse side of the and oak scrub growth, corduroy
trade was better and we paid our children and friends.
M ! [r — t - | ~
in swamps, and smashing axHe has lived a very busy map. A liberal discount has been roads
good friend Pfanstiehl. The third
les
In
climbing
steep
sand
hills,
only
year we did still better. We built and a very usetul life. His caree provided for by the board for all
a finishing shop and hired one man. is full of encouragement lor lapse purchases made before the end of tp find out later that they might
"
In May, 1860, I came to Grana Rap- who are compelled to begin al tue August this year.
have detoured on a good road, the
>1
yesterday issued the followingstate
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ids and rented a store of Jacob Winsor, right where the Peoples Srfvings
Bank Is now (on Monroe and Ionia
across from the Morton house). We
paid $12 per month rent. The property was for sale for $1,500. I finished and sold leather at this store

bottom of the ladder, as be dia, auu
ll goes without saying that no one

plat Is called “The East toursts feel the need of supplementary road Information to the pike
receives more friendy assistance Addition to the Pilgrim Home Cemthan those who appeal to him for etery." Most of the avenues are con- booklet.

The new

One

tinuat'ons of the old avenues in the
outstanding characteris- cemetery and a beautiful, semi-circle
tics are absolute integrity and human kindliness. The conventional drive runs through the grounds.
The Cemetery association used to
virtues are his in fullest measure
and the ordinary advice given to be a private organization until a few
young men as to the requisitu‘8 foi years ago when it was taken over by
counsel.

He two

and bought what hides we needed
at the tannery- In 1861 we moved
to 17 Canal street. We bought of
Charles Williams an undesirable

of the pike routes near

the pike association declares, is

ome or Summer*
Cottage

al-

most impassable and negotiatingit
1e at the risk of axles

tomobile

and other au-

parts Many of

the cars

building.

*

For iRe

Hon-

or, Louis H. Conger, secretary of

the city and put under the Jurisdic- that made the tours are badly batminor qualities— have been ilxeru tion of the park board. While a pri- tered. F. E. Hathaway smashing
do. The next year we moved to 8 plifled through all bis career by Mr. vate association it was always self- three axles from Manistee north.
Canal street, bought a good stock
supporting,and now that the cltj
Bertsch.
In Emmet county is where local
of shoes and hired N. A. Stone to
His character is the result of controls It Is is still self-supporting, politics showed op strongly. The
help me. After that we did well.
both Inheritanceand training not having cost the city a cent ex•In 1864 we built a tannery with
Harbor Sprngs delegaton assured
thirty-twotan" vats where the Cap-; He la deeply PWlo.opWctnhi. cept In the form of a loan, for which
the tourists that It was impossible
pon & BertHch Leather Co. now thought and feeling and ha" a P
the city will be reimbursed. The for for them to take the Interior
atand". The ground and
St hi.
trustees are now making efforts to route through Emmet to Mackinac.
cost us $13,000. We paid for this
own
humble
beginnings,he acutely to sell lota so that they may conout of the profit of the year. In
It was quite Impassable they declar1866°we went in company with Whit sympathizes with those in trouble tinue their work of beautifyingthe
ed. Dr. De Klelne, presidentof the
ley _____
Kludge
the name of or In need. He I. easy to approach
ley
__ under
____
pike association, was skeptical and
and is quick to see and to appreciate grounds.
Whitley, Rindge & Co. In 1870 we
both
sides
of
any
question.
It
is
essayed Uie attempt. He ended up m
sold our shoe business to Rindge,
JAMESTOWN
a pleasure to meet him, for he is
a swamp where he stuck until 10
Bertsch & Co.
Thousands of people from Holland
1866 we started a new company always interested in what the other

y

BRtWIMQ

Order d’Case\of

SILVER

FOAM

EXPORT

OR-

j

----

o'clock at night.

Mr. Cappon, Mr. .Cartwright, man Is interested in, asking many
Mr. Noble and myself, under the questions, constantly seeking Intorm
name of Cappon, Bertsch & Co. We ation.
had a capital of $5,600 to do a leath | So far as the most intimate ac«r finding and hide nuslnessat 112 quaintance can determine, Mr.
Canal street. Three or four years Bertach has never consciously
later we built a store at 100 Canal wronged an Individual or that ag-

Zeeland, Grand Rapids, Grand

street. October 21, 1871, our tan- gregatlon of individualscalled the
nery burned. Before tho fire we had people. He has not merely avoided
$80,000 invested In the tannery, but any violation of the law In his busiafter the fire we had only about 30,- ness transactions, but
hab
000 left. We loaded what hides we scrupulouslyobserved what he left
had In the beamhouse.the green to be Its spirit as well as letter. That
leather and full tanned leather In is to say, his kindly Integrity not
the yard on a scow and took it to C. only extends to Individuals with
B. Albee’s Unnery in Grand Haven. whom he comes In contact— a virWe also bought a few hides to keep tue comoran enough — but It has a
that tannery running all winter.. broad cjy|c BCope as well. His sense
Early In the spring we rebuilt our'0f personalresponsibility and obllgHolland tannery. In January, 1876 |ation Includes not merely his family,
we Incorporatedthe Holland and
friends and his partners, but the
Grand Rapids business under the community In which be lives and the
name of the Cappon
Bertsch Governmentunder whose protection
Leather Co., with a capital stock ibe prospered.
authorized at $200,000. with $146 1 He lg not oniy jUBt but kind. Doz000 paid in, all In property. Of ens of men and institutions owe to
this the Grand Rapids businesshad
Mr. Bertsch their present status in
f 107.000 and the Holland business
the balance. About six years later the business community. It is to be

there. Many tickets have been sold lowed the Imporved Interior route,
In Holland and the exodus from found De Klelne had been misled,

•with

I

!

Haven

Other tourtets adopting the sug-

and In fact from all Western Michlgan are expectingto gather In Mis-

gestion of the

sion Grove at Jamestown this

gation,

morning to attend the annual

Alt Nuernbferger “Brau” (Dark)

Harbor Springs delefollowed the shore route.
They found the rosds so bad that

Mis-

The Ideal Hot Weather Drinks

'

,

he

^

&

i:

and found a good road

Holland of people Interested in mis

all the

way

The tickets are to Mackinac.
being sold at the VanArk Furniture
South of Watervllet pike signs
store and at the store of DuMez been placed along a little traveled
Bros- Tickets are good on all the and unimproved lane for miles,
cars today, although most of where the Improved highway la Igthe people will probably leave on thei
nored and not the "official pike".
extra cars that leave Holland at 9 The tourists were familiar with the
o’clock. Eytra cars will leave Zee^
good road; however and followed

sions will be large-

land at 9:15
rive

.

These cars will ar^

on the grounds

In

ample

time

!

-

L':V

sion Feast of the Reformed churches they turned bhek. Later Conger fol-

for the beginning of the festival at
ten o’clock sharp In the forenoon. In

Zeeland many tickets have also been

F.

L'

•••••

-

o ------

Citz.

Phone 1007

Freshly Tapped

at the

Leading Buffets

In order that touriita coming here

__

-

Holland Distributor

may not follow the unimproved high
ways and Western Michigan get a

but

.

Dave Blom

that

black name, the supplementary road
sold. They are being handled there
informationwill be given each apby the following firms: De Krulf
we Increased the capital stock to regrettedthat the story of these store, A La Hula & Co., Zeeland plicant for a book so that he can
1400.000.
A. D. Noble,
who was practical benefactionscan never be State Bank. Extra cars will leave make the necessarydetours to avoid
»*uv.uuu.
.............
our Secretary for yesrs. did not take told
guch lg the cage lg
the bad roads on the pike.
Jamestown at 5 o'clock In the afteran aet^e part. A. D. Noble and
__
-o
l Nobie went In the hide, fur and (due to his modesty and self efflace- noon when the picnic will be over.
wool business, and also handled |raent,which have been lifelong charDr. BelFs Pine-Tar-Honey
.
coal. plaster, lime and cement. Mr. Ucterlstlcs — Michigan Tradesman of
Coffee and Lemonade served fre<»
Poe Coyghs end Colds- N
Cappon. Mr. Cartwright and I en- Grand Rapldg
in Lincoln Park on Farmers’ Picnic
dorsed their paper In their wool
Day Thursday August 13.

—

-j

f

•

—

lassMsm.
arm

rapids, mich.

Holland City
|

i

Itcmj

V'Tl

an- to follow the example of the band THERE WILL BE PLENTY OF APPLK8 DURING PRESENT
and would gladly offer another $25
tative of the second district, 'and will the money to be used by tl\e direcSEASON.
make a vigorous campaign between tor as they might see fit. Some kind
’

J

AlOys Bilk

of

‘Spring to** has

noun^ed-kW candidacy for

Pehroravl

Newt

represen-

1

.

r

|

of prise wil be offered by the direc- TransportationCharge* Heavy;
tors, who of course, have accepted
the
nomination
of
this
office.
Alt. T. N. Robinson lift Friday
Growers Look for Better
for South Haven.
I. C. Waite, arresteda fow days the offer of Mr. Gets.
Service
F. E. Stone of Olive Center was ago for speeding & Holland InterurAt a special session of the classls
In the city Tuesday,
ban car on Eighth street, appeared of Holland held in the First ReformThe Fennvilledistrict is always
Att. F. T. Miles spent Friday in
before Justice Robinson Thursda) ed church recently Candidates John good for over 125 cars of peaches,
Grand Haven.
afternoon and paid a hue and costs J. Burggraaf of Grand Rapids, John
but this year it is thought that there
„ Bernard
Qran.l Rapids amounting to $5.
W. Wlchers of Zeeland and AUen F
will not be more than 100 cars. Some
visited in this city Thursday.
, The advertising of the annual tax Marclay of Schnectady,N. Y., were of the Elberta trees have a good yield
Miss Sadie Lantlng left Monday
sales for 1915 in Ottawa county will examined and admitted to licensure and others have a very poor one,
for a week's visit in Kalamazoo.
.his year againg be publishedin the In the gospel ministry. Mr. Burgmost of the other varieties have a
A. B. Bosnian and Henry HolkeHolland City News. The lists are graaf will be ordained as pastor of more uniform crop, but the trees are
boer were In Orsad Rapids Monday
now being prepared D/ Auditor Gen- Khe Reformed church at North Blen- not overloaded with peaches.
Mrs. Lawrence Dykstra of Chieral Fuller in Lansing and will be don Thursday, Aug. 6, and Mr. MarThe big crop of cherries Is now
cago is visiting relatives here.
publishedin the near
*l*y as pastor of the First Reformed
moving
forward and It is doubtful
The Rev. H J- Veldman conducted
City Attorney Arthur V.n DureJ eburch at Cleveland, 0., Sunday Au(
If
all
the
cherries will be picked and
services at the Mission at Allegan
and (amlly have returned from an 23- The R'v' J- Vanderwerpof the shipped owing to the fact that a
Sunday.
The Rev. Mr. Hoekstra conducted automobile trip which took them “rlatlan. Reformed denomination large number of growers were rath
services at the South Harlem church through Detroit, Ann Arbor and
>>ernllMlon t0 come ln t<,ucl1 er discouraged at the early prices,
Sunday.
er places In that section
the *'ltk th« congregatonsIn the Reform but now that the price Is better It Is
Miss Jennie Lantlng has returned
ed denomination and the classls
thought that they will all be picked.
from a week’s vacation spent at
^
m
granted his request
Transportationcharges have been
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Huntley re-1
Macatawa.
quite
heavy. This year It costs 17c
turned Monday from an extended
Miss Sue Van Dort left Monday automobile trip made In the comto ship a rase of cherries to Chicago
night for Chicago where she will
pany of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wall of
jkhlle last year It was only 11c. A
spend the week.
Kalamazoo. They visited Detroit,
great many growers are taking their
John Driy is here from St. Louis Cleveland,Niagara and other placshipments to the lake and shipping
Mo., where he is employed by an
es
them by boat as the rate Is only 7c.
electriccompany.
large delegation of growers has
Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Godfrey spent
*
Mrs. John Dykstra returned Sat- Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kan
ust gone to Chicago to frame up

now and the primary election for

Rowan

future.

A Holdup

Our’s Isn't

oth-

of

a*.

urday night after an extensive

trip

In

St

Louis.

Monday

Dr.

and

some

Mrs.

on the Great Lakes.

Godfrey resumed their trip to Sault
William J. Damson died Monday
Miss Julia Buurma is spending « Ste Marie. They expect to make the
shortly after eight o’clock after «
week’s vacation with relatives in return trip to Holland along the
lingeringillness at the age of a*
Western Michigan Pike road.
Grand Rapids.
yeqrs at the home of his mother,
Mrs. A- G .VandenBerg left Tues . Seven prisoners,some of whom 356 Pine avenue. Mr. Damson reday for a visit in Holland and Mac- had served their time and* others
turned from Titusville,Florida, sevatawa. —

Grand Haven

Game

»i

„

/

Its price

give both

and quality that count with

We

and save your money, Our trade has

nearly tripled within the

last

year “There’s a Reaeon”

ask our satisfied custumers. We

enlarging our

sort of a deal with the P. M.

you;

railroad t;j fc^e letter service and

are busy now

store.

Come and look us over.

rates befo e the heavy shipping be-

>

gins this year. As It is now, the ex

company controls the situation
and receives the highest express
press

rates ever paid at Fennville.

Tribune-

The strawberry season was short
were kept long enough to get walk- eral months ago and since thou he
ing orders were turned out of the declined rapidly in health. He had owing to the dry weather Ust month,
son of Jake Kulte Senior, is visiting county Jail yesterday.Among the
but the prtjjpceta point to a large
occupieda homestead near Titusville
relatives in this city on a ten days'
party were two members of the for several months but was compell- crop of Black Caps. Currants and
vacation.
Waverly hobo party brought from ed to abandon that place because rT gooseberriesare now being shippeu
Mra. Rose Harvey and daughter Holland some weeks agoIn good quantities and If more pickthe illness which ehded Monday
Hazel of Muskegon are visiting hpr
ers could be obtained the output
Work Is progressing rapidly on
Fred Kulte of Valley City, Illinois

HARRY PADNOS STORE

»

NEXT TO TOWER CLOCK
Avenue

188 River

y/MimmiimmiimmimmiimmiimmmimmummnmmimmummW

k

brother Mr. Arthur Drinkwater of the new gas engine factory that

night in his death.

would be much larger.*
Mr. Damson was bom in Holland
The growers are looking for $1.35
to be erected west of the Holland
and his boyhood and young manhood
Elsie St. Clair, Luclle Kennedy of Canning company’s plant. The exper bushel for Elberta peaches.
were spent here. He was educated
Grand Rapids and Cecelia Konlng of cavation for the basement Is now beQuite a number of thu growers have
in the local schools and graduated
Saugatuck are the guests of Evelyn ing done and soon the contractors
said that they would refuse $1 a
from Hope college. At the concluKeppel.
bushel for orchard run. It Is reportwill be ready to begin the actual
sion of his college career he was en
ed that some canners who bought in
Miss Grace Bos returned to her budding.
gaged In business for a few years
home in Kalamazoo Monday after
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robart par- here. Later be enlistqd as a soldier Van Buren county for $1 or better
spending a few weeks with relatives ents of Mrs. James A. Drinkwater,
per bushel are offering only 75c n
during the Spanish-Amerlcan*war.
in this city.
bushel In this neighborhood.The
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harvey and
Mr. Damson saw more countries
canners so far have a good share
Bert Van Vulpen returned to Chi- daughter Hazel, Muskegon, Walter
of the world than It Is the privilcago Sunday night after spending a
pound
Drinkwater,Mr. and Mrs. Archie ege of most people to see. He spent of the cherry crop at 2c
few days here visiting friends and re
without
package.
The
cider
people
Johnson, Central Park, Mrs. A. Gil- four years travelingaround the
latlves.
are figuring on paying only 20 and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter I. Lillie of lett and Frank Stansbury, spent Sun- world on horseback and be visited
Grand Haven motored to Allegan day with Mr. and Mrs. James A. many of the world’s most interestln, 25c per 100 for cider apples this year
Growers say It Is too far off to figure
Tuesday where they are the guests Drinkwater at their home on North
lands. He worked his way, teaching
of Judge and Mrs. Orien 8. Cross. Central avenue.
on No. 1 apples but they are hoping
school and doing many other kinds
Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Godfrey left
With the death of William J. Dam I of wor|j jn ^1* way he slowly made for $2.60 or better this year, ard
Saturday morning for a ten days’
declare that they will have aa fine
automobile trip to the Soo. They son Monday the first gap was made hl8 way from land t0 iand| g0t ac kpplea and more No. 1’s than in any
will be Joined at Howard City by
‘T.
""b ‘be cuetom. of the
ed in thl. city In 98 to go to the "ebi
n,rleB collect,d many curloU8 previousyear.
Prof, and Mrs- Wynad Wlchers.
Mrs. Minnie Borgman and family in the Spanish-American war. So and interesting things. He returned f This year’s outlook for apples is
Just as good as the year 1910, when
of Holland, who have been visiting far the ranks have been unbroken,
to this country about three years
Mrs. John Tietz of Goshen, Indiana,
the districthad over 80,000 barrels.
rather remarkable record in view
go. Later be taught school for
arrived here with Mrs. John Tietz
A large percentageof the apples in
of the fact that many of the boys
and are visiting their parenU, Mr.
year in New Mexico and on his r*
the Fennvilledistrict are Baldwins,
were
weakened
by
fever
when
they
and Mrs. Hartger Jonker of Penturn from that section of the Unlteu
Splss, Greenings and Canadian
noyer Ave.— Grand Haven Tribune. returned home after hostilities had
States he went to Mississippi where
Reds with a few Wealthy, Starks,
ceased. Mr. Damson was a member
he was interested in a land company
tetc. Of the early apples Duchess will
of Co. F., of the Thirty-second
Michi
He spent the summer in Holland
be less than half of the outpu? of
gan Infantry.
last summer and then went to Flor
After being troubled for about a Ida to take up a government claim 1910. Very few of the Duchess trees
have anything like a full yield.
week with a swelling in his knee
The deceased is survived by his
Crab apples w il be nujre plentiful
William Merrel finally found that he
mother, two brothers, Herman ana than the early outlook indicated,
Cards are out today announcing had contracted bloodpoisoningin
George, and seven sisters, Mrs. John
but they will not be a heavy crop.
the engagement of Miss Julia M. At- some mysteriousmanner. He will bt
wood and Attorney P. H. Hiles of laid up for some time. Mr. Merrel Dy)te, Mrs. Marie Bannlnga, South At the present time It looks as tho
India, Mrs. Louise Ripley, Grand HaEdwardsville,111.
the crop will be normal.
does not remember getting his knee
ven, Mrs. John Boone, Miss Pauline,
The Men’s Bible Class of the 1st
There will be a good crop of pears
hurt and cannot account for the
Miss Emma ar^d tylss Hilda at home. of such varieties as Clapps, Kelffer,
Reformed church will hold the quarpoisoning. His injury is especially
The funeral will be held this af- etc., but the Duchess of Anjou varterly meeting a week from last Mon
unwelcome at this time as Mr. Merday at the home of H. Kooyers Jr.
ternoon at two o’clock from the iety will run short. There will be a
The members will be taken to the rel was driving a thrasher and will home. The Rev. J. Van Peursem of
heavy crop of plums and grapes this
place in automobiles.
probably have to lay off during the Trinity church, who was a classmate
Coming as a great surprise to even
year.
busy
Mr j)amBonitrill officiate
her intimate* friends Miss Inez RobWilliam A. Taylor formerly
8pan|sh.Amerl(,an War ve(eran8
MIKE VORDICK TO APPEAR FOR
inson was married to Dick Brondyke Fennvlllela probably the man
(oneriI ,n R bd8y
is

this city.

a

T1™
I

season.of
who

an employee

h

be a much less important one than
Judge Dickinson of Grand Haven
he now holds as Assistant Secretary
had barely reached his bom eMonday at noon when he was called in of the Federal department of Agrithe rain to the court house to of- culture with over eight thousand of

I
I
1

I

TO A BLACKLISTER

Netherlandgftnd at the age of i8

Mike Vordick,a Pole employed

in

^

he came tQ Amerlca. He lived this city, was bound over to circuit
0rand Rapld8 and Qrand Haven court Tuesday morning on the charge
& number of yearg where he Wa8 of furnishing liquor to a Chester

nam

^

week

SOME FACTS:- Reared in s

farm home in Wayne county; educated in

the public school*, Detroit High and the Detroit College of

Law.

districtand village schools. Lived on a farm until a few years

Taught
ago. Elect*

ed to State Legislature1900, to State Senate in 1904 and again in 1906

where he served until elected Secretary of State in 1908, to which position
he his been twice
^

re-elected.

RECORD:— Hit official record is one of service.As a member of the
House and Senate he worked and voted for:
1 Equal Taxation Measures. 5 -FarmersInstitutes.
Direct
6— TravelingLibraries.
Prison Binder Twine Plant. 7— Better Scnools.
4—Tw<Kent
8— Better Factory Conditions.

Primaries.

2—

Fares.

3—

In fact, every law before the Legislature for bettering, the conditions
of the

common

people snd the improvement

and the developmentof the

State.

The equal taxation measure,putting railroads, telegraphsand express
companies on the same basis as other property, has alone saved the owners
of farmers, homes and other property over $2,000,000 annually. The prison
binder twine plant has reduced the cost of twine tb Michigan fanners nearly one-half, therebysaving them, yearly, hundred* of thouaanda of dollan.
That the voters know and appreciate these things it shown by the fact
wu 45,000 more
more than Ron,
wu elected by
plurality of r>5,()00greater than Musselman, who raa for Governoron the
same ticket, snd 10,000 more than Rosa, who wu reelected Lieutenant
Governor.

•that in 1910 his plurality over h» democratic opponent
than was Osbom'i, who wu elected governor, and 6,000
who wu elected Lieutenant Governor.Again in 1912 he

Next week the Citizens' Committee in charve of fillingthis space will print in
tabulatedform the reasons given by more than ‘J00 of Micelgan's lending farmers,
mechanics, business and professionalmen for supporting Martlndale.

PolltlralAdr.

July Oearance Sale
Attractive prices

on Summer goods

io

be closed out regardless of cost.

Colored shirt waists worth up

^

ficiate in a wedding. The contract- government employees under his dHengaged ln business. Later he came
durlng the pagt 14 es appear on the Blacklist. Vordick
ing parties were Miss Louise Urdie rectlon. Mr. Taylor graduated from]to ^olland
was arrested some time ago and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George M. A. C. in 1888.
years he has engaged in the milk Tuesday he appeared before Justice
Lardle of Holland and Joseph Passo,
While farmers from practically all business here. He was married 41 Robinson. He was released on furn
barber of Grand Rapids. The cou- over the United States are Jubilant
years ago.
ishing bonds to the amount of $200
ple left for their new home in Grand over the good harvest this year, the
The deceasedIs survivedby h wld ’ The case is of more than usual inRapids.
farmers in the vicinity of Holland ow and one son John, besides three terest because of the fact that it is
are not behind the times. Thrashing brothers and four sisters.While
the first case to go to circuit court

of

Candidate for Nomination for Governor on the Republican Ticket

TRIAL IN GRAND HAVEN
FOR FURNISHING LIQUOR

Fitzpatrick, one of those whose

commenced the first part

HttTMDAlE

C.

^

for the Holland Inter- will be chosen as president of M.
Henry Grevengoed died Tuesday
urban Co., at the home of Mr. and A. C. according to all reports ..
at the age of 64 years after an 111Mrs. Willis King, East Ninth Street. can be induced to take the P08‘tion neB8 of .one week wltii kidney trouThey will tnake their home there but that is hardly likely for it would I
Mr Qreveng0adwaa born in
for the present.

FREDERICK

this resident of

.Grand Haven he was

since the police board has adopted

in this vlcnlty,and the

farmers active in local politics there and the new stringent rules In regard to
report the best wheat and oats crop served for some time u alderman. th enforcemnet of the Blacklist regin years. It is not uncommon to see He was a -member of the local M. E
ulations.

-

-

$1.50

to

$1.20

29c

White Dress Skirts

$1.50 to $2.50

Home

59c

Dresses,

all

$1.00

sizes

100 Doz. sample Handkerchiefs, worth 25c

50c
length

10c

All childrens dresses 25 per cent discount.

45 inch Flouncing worth

29c

sale

25c

Lonsdale Cambric during

10c

Staple Calico

Staple Gingham for
All our

aprons

10 to 20 yd.

5c
6c

i2#c and 15c Dress Gingham during this

Men’s 39c shirts and Drawers, double

10c

seat

sale
cotton
$1.25Kimonas
this

7c unbleached

6c
49c

acre on acre of oats with nearly church and the funeral services will
o
every stalk waving over five feet in he conducted by the Rev. Mr. Es- Surprising Cure of Stomach Trouble
• Lot of other good things too
to mention
the air laden with the rich seeds. veld. The funeral will he held tomorDeclan Whelan is seriously ill.
Come in and see for yourself.
Wheat also Is a bumper crop and is rom afternoon at 2 o’clock from
When
you
have
trouble with your
The Rev. M. A. Stef ejnaiv <prm*r being harbested in this vicinty about
the home. Friends will be given stomach or chronic constipation,
ly of Holland, has receiveda cull
thirty bushels to an acre, which Is an opportunity to view the re- don’t imagine that your case is befrom the Second Reformed church
consideredvery good.
mains from ten to 12 o'clock Fri- yond help yust because your doctor
of Cleveland, Ohio.
fails to give you relief. Mrs. G.
Geo. Getz of the Lakewood farm day forenoon.
Stengle, Plainfield, N. J., writes,
The Rev. P. F. Scheulke, who is
again showed Saturday night that
"For over a month past I have been
serving the German Reformed
Cause of Stonaacn Troubles
troubled with my stomach. Every
be Is a friend of the fair association
church at Pekin, 111., as stated 'supSedentary habits, lack of out door thing I ate upset it terribly. One
and that he is doing all in his pow
ply, arrived home Monday morning
exercise, nsnfflcent mastication of of Chamberlain's advertisingbooker to help the fair along. In a conshort vacation with his
food, constipation, a torpid liver, lets came to me. After raiding a
I TELL YOU IT 18!
two years thrown in
family
jversatlonwith the officers of the worry and anxiety, overeating, par- few of the letters from people who
The
Cheapest
NewRiwper
Offer Ever
ALL FOR $1.00
hid
been
cured
by
Chamberlain’s
ijr. R. L. Angelmlre has annountfair he learned that the Holland City taking of food and drink not suited
Given. What la?
The Scissors alone cost 60c retail
Tablets,I decided to try them. I
to
your
age
and
occupation.
Correct
was
encouraging
Intered his candidacy for the Democatlc State Bank
Why! The Holland City News to
HOLLAND CITY NEWS
vour habits and take Chamberlain’s have taken nearly three-fourths of
appointment aa postmute at Saug- est in the fair by offering $25 In
_ package
________
_____________
__ .all new zubscrlberfrom now until Across from Holland Interurbao
of them
and can now eat
Tablets and you will soon be well a
Waiting Station
almost everythingthat I want.” For January 1, 1916, with & patent self
atuck. D. Angelmlre was chairman prizes. Mr. Getz Immediately de- aglan. For sale by all dealers.
sale hy All dealers.—
| sharpening Scissors, guaranteed for
of the Democratic township commit- clared that he himself wu willing Adv.
9
J

many

JOHN VANDER SHIS

here-

—

1

‘

—

tee laat year.

{

(

. i i

g
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Adv.
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Holland City /Vew*
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ancientswho did not know enough CONTRACT FOR NEW ART HALL WRITER IN “DE WACHTER" DEto discover that the world was round
AT FAIR GROUNDS IH
*
y SIRES TO KNOW WHAT ATtook notice that the days when the
BE AWARDED BEFORE
TITUDE TO TAKE TOdog star kept pace with t^e sun
AUGUST FIRST
Mr. J. A. Bloemers, one of °ur they had the greatest heat, and they
WARD H. O. II.
oldest settlers died on Wednesday thought thereforethat this star pro
New $6,000 Building On Fair Ground
night last, at the age of 82 years. duced It — Ex.
Somewhere about the middle of
The #1 O. H., a mutual aid soThe sailing-yacht Bon Ami went
I< to Be Completed Before
August the formal laying of the corn from here to Saugatuck, where she
ciety of this city to which several
September 1.
er stone of the new school house was hauled out and re caulked.
hundred Hollanders of this city be
will take place with appropriate
long, Is made the basis of a rather
ceremony.
The plans have been completed
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
A lontest for superiority of reapnaive discussionin this week’s isThe yoqng son of Mr. 0. J. Han- for the new art hall to be erected on
ing and binding machines was held
sue of “De Wachter." This publilast week at Drenthe, Michigan. It son of 265 West Tenth street fell the fair grounds and the blue prints
cation conducts each week a queswas highly interesting.The Me out of a hammock and broke ms will be lead by Wednesday morning.
collar
bone
yesterday
evening,
Dr.
tion and answer department, in
Cormich machine, for which Mr. B.
About that time also the specificaVan Raalte Is agent, far outstrip- Lodeboer attended him.
which readers can ask questionsIn
| Miss Estllle Kollen celebrated her tions will be completed and bids win regard to Christianconduct and
ping the others.
Mr. Demings new iron fence jb birthday anniversaryFriday by en- be asked for immediately from con- Christian ethics. These questions
at tractors. It Is the plan of the fair
nearly completed and is already an tertainlnga party of friends
ornament to tly; locality. We hope a Alpena Beach. Among them were directors to award the bids Friday are then answered by a staff member. This week a Mr. M. Vander
large number of those who “can the families of Dr. Kollen, D. B. iv.
or Saturday morning so as not to
stand the pressure" will follow his Van Raalte, B. Van Raalte, Proi.
Bcek of this city asks what attitude
example. Mr. Daniel Bertsch it> Kleinheksel,B. D. Keppel, I. Mar- lose a day. The building Is to be a Christian should assume with refbuilding a handsome new tplcket sllje, J. Van Putten, and Miss Kittle completed with n 30 days, to be
fence around his premises on Tenth Cggel, Mrs. Gilmore and Dr. Oil- ready before the fair this year. The erence to the H. ^ H. in view of the
fact that there are sickness* and
street, but no fence Is as durable more,
time element Is to be made an Imand as pretty as an iron fence.
death benefits connected with mem
portant part of the contract with the
TEN YEARS AGO

WHAT YOU SAW

I NTHIS PAPKB
THIR'n' FIVE YEARS AGO

TO

contrafctor.Whoever gets the Job
ed out last Friday afternoon bb the will have to put up sufficient bonds
Dr. F. J. Schoulten received word
burning of a* barn belonging to for the completioncf the buiding in
this week of the death of his fathTieman Slagh and situated back oi SO days and a heavy penalty will be
er, Dr. Johannes H. Schoulten,of
Jbseph Fabino’sstore on East Eighthe Netherlands,who departed his
attached to non-ccmpllancewith the
th street. The fire was extinguished
life July 14, aged 74 years.
before any great damage was aone. time clause In the contract. The diThe many friends in this city o!
The report of ProsecutingAttor- rectors are determined to have the
Eddie Heald, of Grand Rapids, will
ney P. H. McBride for the six months building ready for occupancy on Sepbe pained to learn that on the las:
ending June 30 shows a total of 358
Friday he had four fingers of his
tember first.
prosecutionsand convictions were
right hand completelytaken off with
The new art hall, which will cost
secured in 335 cases. Six were aca rip saw which he was running in
quitted, two dismissedon payment between $5,000 and $6,000 will he
the shop in which he. was employed
of cost three nolle pressed eight dis 70 feet wide and 206 feet long. It
Hla .fellow employes in t$ie shop
charged on examination and four It Is to be 70 feet wide and 206 feet
made up a purse of $42.75 for him. cases were settled.
He is a very promising cornet playRom to Mr. and Mrs. L. Pier- long. It is to be enected on the site
er and had Just entered an engagebolte West FifteenthStreet Tuesday of the present art hall and the archiment with Rentfrow’s "Pathfendefs" — a son.
tecture is to conform In design with
and intended to go with them Septo
the other buildingerected the past
ember 1. Eddie will have to learn

Both Are departments were

THIRTY YEARS AGO

call-

I

1

bershlp In the organization.

The answer Is not a definite one
The writer declares that he personally dees not object to the insur-

ance features, but that In view of

|

j

the fact that he is not acquainted
with the lor^l organizationhe

c**n

not give a definite answer as to

.[,Ttre

'Ci

*7

^

Children Cry for Fletcher's

The Hind You IlaYO Always Bopght, and which has been
in use for over UO years, has borne the signature of
and has been mode under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
AH Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Jnut-as-gbod” are but
-Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of

Infants and Children— Experience against Experiment.

What

is

CASTORIA

Castoria is n harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareDrops and Soothing Syrups. It 4s pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
fenbstnncc. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
mid allays Feverishness. For more than thirty years it
lias been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Dlarrhaia. It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
Tiie Children's Panacea— The Mother's Friend.
goric,

tl:r

CASTORIA

1

GENUINE

ethics of joining It

V

ALWAYS

•Bears the Signature of

FREE! FREE! FREE!

j

can receive the Holland City Newt
for one year Including a kitchen se
to start house keeping with abso
lutely free provided they gel the!
stationaryprinted at the Hollanr
SEVERAL LOCAL CASKS START- year. In fact for the first time In the City News Office. Opposite Holland
Interurban yValting room.
ED IN OTTAWA CIRCUIT
I
history of the association a compre-

la Use For Over 30 Years

hensive plan of architecture has been

The Kind You Have Always Bought

-

to finger his cornet with his left
hand now.
Last week Friday evening a hose
was attached to a hydrant on Eighth
street and a stream of water was
thrown for the first time by our
•water works. The stream was an
inch and one quarter in diameter,
and with a water pressure of 60 lbs.
on the mains threw water nearly
two hundred feet. On Saturday the
engineer started both engines to
work, and the gates in the entire
system were opened and a water
pressure put on the mains of one
hundred and seventy-five pounds.
Rev. E. C. Oggel and wife started from San Francisco,Cal. tor
their new home in Honolulu, Sand*

All persons who are going to ge'
married and need wedding stationer)

f

-

SENSATIONAL DIVORCE CASE OF

HOLLAND TOWNSHIP COUPLE
HEADS THE

LIST.

rfoLLANI) WKLIj

decided upon. Mr. Getz set the pace
with his building, and

IN

REPRESENTED

CRIMINAL COURT

all the build-

ings to be erected in the future will

FOUR OF EIGHT CRIMINAL CASKS

be of a similar design — a rectangular

INVOLVE HOLLAND

Another SensationalCase Is That of floor plan, which gives the greatest
PARTIES
possible amount of room.
Local Milling Company Against
Two aisles will run through the
Henry Holkcboer
Coutr to Open the First Monday In
buildinglengthwise, each 12 feet
August; Important Cases On
wide, and one aisle will run from one
Suit for divorce from her husband
the List.
side door to thq other, at right anJohn Burgess was filed in the coungles with the lengthwise aisles. This
ty clerk’s office by Mrs. Lena BurFouf of the eight criminal cases
aisle will be sixteen feet wide. Along
gess of Holland township,charging
the two lengthwise aisles will be that are to be heard at the August
extreme and repeated cruelty-. The
wlch Islands, yesterday.
spacs for sale to business men for Itim of circuit cdurt involve parties
bill of complaint reveals some of the
exhibition purposes. In the center from Holland. Many of the jury,
TWENTY FIVE years ago
most sensationalcharges ever adwill be a vacant space, the center oi non jury and chancery cases also
First new wheat was received to mitted In
Ottawa proceedings.
which will be taken up with a hex- come from this part of the county.
day, Friday, at the Standard Roller
The Instrument also prayed for an
The August ta’.endar of cases is one
Mills, which was raised by Otto
agonal band stand.
Schaap of Fillmore township. Yield Injunction to restrain the defendant
Some Idea of the s ze of the build- of the reavisbt that has faced the
from doing damage to the property
15 bushels per acre.
court for yedis. Court opens a week
A baby daughter arrived at the of the couple or selling,buying and ing can be.gained fiohi the fact that from next Monday. Following are
home of John Kliene, on Sunday otherwise disposing of the property the cement floor alone, according to
the rough estimate of the commtitec the cases on the docket:
morning. The little stranger was
while the suit was pending. The InCriminal — People' vs. -Peter ,Fasp,
warmly welcomed and will stay with
will cost in the nlghtjorhoodof one
junction was granted by Judge Cross
them until she gets married.
violation
of fish law, appeal; Peopl*
thousand dollars. It will be nearly
Mr. James Huntley buaily engag- on July 16.
vs.
Thomas
Mahone, assault with inequal to half a mile of six foot wide
ed In completing the fine residence
The complainant charges her hustent to maim; People vs. Frank
cement sidewalk.
for Mrs. Metx, on Market street and
band with such violence rfhd indethat of H. D. Workman on Eleventh
The directors anticipate no diffi- Kuite, statutoryburglary; People
street. He will build a residence for cency that she was unable to co- culty in sailing the space for display vs. Caleb Ver Dulne, el al., violation
Mr. Will Breyman on East Eleventh habit with him- The couple were
purposes and it is believed that the of fish law, appeal; People vs. Sistreet.
marrlfid In November 1892 and ha\e
mon Etterbeek, violatoin peddlers’
Dr. Kremers’ handsome residence a daughter 21 year df age. The bus building will be one of the beet inD fast aprpoachlng completion.The
ratments of the fair. Already a ordinance; People vs. Martin Kammayor will have one of the most band is charged with Illicitrelations number of merchants have signified meraad, bastardy; People vs. Ray
beautiful homes In the city, when it with other married women, the facts
their desire for space, and inquir- Peterson furnishingliquor to a mi-

an

of

is finished.

which have been

prosecuted

ies have been coming In from other
against him. The complainant also
places. The space will soon be offerclaims that she was| cast out of the
ed for sale to Ottawa and Allegan
home at times when the husband
county business men.
threatened bodily harm to her and
The present art hall will be moved
her daughter.
to another spot cn the grounds. It
new perfumery.
Investigation
Suit was filed in the county clerk’s
by the "News,” disclosed the fact
wil be repaired and used as a pouloffices yesterdayby Aaltje Naber of
that a handsome “William” goat
try building.
was anchored near-the entrance of Holland township against Peter
o
Unity Lodge. The animal was re- Berghuis for the payment of $300
WAS
GILMORE
HOUSE
SET AFIRE
markable for the length of its yet due upon a note executed a year
beard and the strength of Its fragago. Dlekema, Kollen & Ten Cate
rance. By means of a "strawberry
Blaze Is Soon Extinguished;Origin
mark” on Its left arm, the goat was are solicitorsfor the complalnamIs Suspicious
In
a
17-page
complaint
against
recognized as one brought to Holland nearly fifty years ago,* when Henry Holkeboer, farmer manager
Unity Lodge was first organized.
Fire believed to have been of inot the Van Eyck Milling Co- the latAs the secrets of masonry are Becendiary
origin early Sunday morncoming unfolded more and more, ter bringing suit for an Injunction
each year, the moguls of the lodge to restrain further action from Holk- ing threatened to destroy an unoc
concluded that it would not hurt eboer In the capacity of manager and cupied house owned by Mrs. Newell
their aged goat, to take him out an order from the court that all the Gilmore at 166 Eas: 7th street bu:
of the cage for a few days, and serbooks and accounts be surrendered the flames were extinguishedbefore
mlt him to enjoy the fresh air ano
sweet clover, while he also made by the defendant. The bill of com much damage resulted.
The place has become known in
his presence "smelt,” as well as plaint was filed with County Clerk

very peculiarand penetrating
odor was prevalent In the atmosphere near the corner of Rivei una
Eighth streets this week. It was at
first supposed that “Pete" Kane
was experimentingin making some

An

-

-

municipal history as the house of

Glerum yesterday.

Mr. Frank Hunt, of

Detroit, was

The milling company is said to be trouble. About five years ago, Jasintroduced to "William." Mr. Hunt
a
corporation of $23,000 capital. per C. Waffle shot his aged father
Is a traveling man from Way-back,
and he was somewhat credulous Within the long article of complaint and killed his sister and the muroerabout the beast being a Masonic the directors of the Institutloh er’s body was later found In a corngoat. He said "Why I joined a charge the disposed manager with field near Graafschap.Some time
lodge In Detroit and didn’t ride, or
gross mls-managementand lax busi- later an aged Woman while visiting
see, any goats there!" To this the
convincing reply was made by his ness methods that have threatened there fell through a trap door Into
friend Peter; "You don’t expect that the welfare of the. concern with their the cellai;and was killed. Soon
such noble animals are kept for unreasonableness.
thereafter, Newel Gilmore committed
drummers to ride on? Only "Grana
The
solicitors prayed for a writ suicide by shooting himself through
OrientalPatriarchs.” like Otto Brey
man and James Huntley ride his of InjunctionIn compliance with the head.
goat.”
their request, pending the suit,
STOPS NEURALGIA — KILLS PAIN
It is needless to add that no one which was granted by Judge Cross.
questioned the genuineness of the
o
Sloan’s Liniment gives instant re
"Unity’’ goat, after that.
Fred Metz is now engaged in the ProceedingsStarted in Ottawa Coun- goes straight to the painful part
Soothes the Nevers and Stops the
soap business with Mr. Vlssers. havty Circuit Court.
ing severed his connectionwith the
Pain. It la also good for RheumaWerkman manufacturing Co. Their
tism, Sore Throat, Chest Pains and
factory Is In the building, on River
Tht bill of complaint in the case Sprains. You don’t need to rub
street, formerly occupied by W. J.
of W. J. Breen of Grand Rapids and ItTenetrates. " Mr. J. R. Swinger,
Scott as a foundry.
John Sommer of Dorr, Allegan coun- Louisville, Ky. writes: "I suffered
ty, vs. W. W. Hanchett of Holland, with quite a severe NeuralgicHeadTWENTY YEARS AGO

-

-

We

are

now

—

with County
Clerk Glerum Friday. The com-

In the Dogs Days and Michigan, was filed

11th

of August
They get their names from the fact
that. Rlrus. the brightest star In the
constlllatlon cf *’*» Great Dog, and
called the Dog Star, on these days
rises and sets with the sun. You can
see Birins any winter night. It Is
beautifulbluelsh star as bright as
Jupiter, and rises soon after Orion,
the great giant who has stars for a
belt and stars for a sword. The

nor; People vs. Peter Fuse, viola
tion of fish law, appeal
Civil, Jury

.

— Edward P. Kirby

vs.

Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave

Madher

vs. Joashim

Wax;

m. Daily, Sunday excepted,

Holland, 2 p. m. Sunday Only,
InterurbanPier, ]0:15 a. m. Daily, Sunday excepted,
InterurbanPier, 1» ;30 pi m. Daily,

InterurbanPier, 3:30 p. m. Sunday Only,
Chicago, ti a. m. Daily, Saturday and Sunday excepted,
Chicago,9:30 a. m. Sunday— Saturdays 1:30 p. m.,
Chicago,8:30 p. m. Daily, Sunday excepted; Sunday, 10 p. m.

H.

The

right is reserved to change this schedule without notice.

PHONES: CITZ. 1081: BELL
JOHN KRESS. Local Agent

LOCAL

Jells

Veenstra vs. Farmers’ Mutual Firr
InsuranceCo., Fred J. Miles and W.

a.

Hollard, 9 p. m. Daily,

Close connectionsare made with the G. R.
C. Interurban for
Grand Rapids.Saugatuck and intermediatepoints, and with the Steam Railways for all Central Michigan.

Charles E. Soule; Vincent J. Aieszklewics vs. Benjamin Hoffman; Sam
uel

Holland,9

CHICAGO DOCK FOOT OF WABASH

AYE.

76

ChicagoPhone 2162 Central

O. Van Eyck vs. N. O. Sargent; Hen

ry Cramer vs. Cornelius Steketee;
Mary A. Polk

vs.

Addle G. Williams;

Moses Salamy vs. City of Grand Haven; August F. Fahrnow vs. Henr>
Sieisma county drain commssioner;
Seddie Rademaker vs. Estate of An
na Morrissey;James Bailey vs. Jennie aViylerbout;Gerrlt

John Sprick; Louis Stubman

John Welch; John Van Hall
Welch; James Boyce
Jr.;

vs.

vs.

vs.

John

Jacob Kuite

Fred Jonker vs. Andy

Elmer Drew vs. uerrlt Brunslnk;
Henry De Kruif vs. Ferdinand and
Abe Fletcher; Marshall H. McCluer
Grand Haven; Sophia En-

Koekkoek; Walter 1.’
Win. De Klelne; Hubbard

slng vs. Peter
Lillie vs.

and complete Stock
of^Summer Clothing

Floto;

William Arnold vs. Elsiha Rickard;

vs. City of

Pride to our large

Kooman vs.

John M. De Jonge; Henry De Krult
vs.

1 can Point with

Weston vs Robert Stuart Baker;

Do you need

a

new

Straw Hat,

we have them very cheap

Do

!you need a natty outing

flannel suit we carry them.

A silkjshirt,an up-to-dateciavat*
a fancy vest we have them in stock.

Let us

J.

show

you.

T. Vanden Bosch vs. Jarret N. Clark;

W.

J.

Rooks vs. Amos Meeker; .Sarvs. D. G H. & M. R’y; L.

ah Newell

Lulofs vs. D. G. H. & M. R’y; Rosa
Mortensen \s. Hqgh Bradshaw.
Civil Ityn-Jury— NickersonWall
Paper ExhibitorCo.,

vs.

Bert Slagh;

•

—

will be until the

%

Double Daily Service between Holland and Chicago

.

A

felt, in the city.

GRAHAM & MORTON LINE

plainants allege non-compliancewith

ache for four months without any
relief. I used Sloan’s Liniment for

two or three nights and I

haven't

Frank L. Dykcma

& Sons; Diamond Iron

Van Raalte Jn;

Wmfl ’Dieters
Works vs. Ben Hotalling;August Fahrnow

vs.

vs. the

oi

Goodell

''vs.'"

James'GoodelfT^cP

Board of Supervisors;Jacob Schoo- vorce; Peter Laibrock vs. Katrina H.
vs. Marshall Mallle, et al.; Scott- maker vs. Chris. De Jonge; Louis Lalbrock, divorce; Marie Butler V3.
Lugers Lumber Co. vs. Hendrik Vedronls vs. Sam Thalos and Thero Hozle Butler, divorce; John Brett-

Vegter; Charles P. Bray vs. Hunter Creko; Mateuss Shawala vs. Otto schneider vs. Fred Klamroth; MichSavldge; John W. Landman vs. Jac- Hoffman; Nlcoderous Bosch vs Mi- ael Donahue vs. Clara Akeley, et al;
ob Kuite, Jr.; Re-petltlon of
S. Rice and Elbert H.

Elliott

Gold; In

chael Llpinskl and Daniel Gamen- Andro Boren vs. Andrew Sllpkywiszg
Sam Thalos vs. Thero Creko; Peter Nederveltvs. Maria Robinson;

the beln;

matter of the petition of John Teuu- Thomas Woodbine vs. Walter SutIs, et al.

ton, et al; Story

& Clark Plano

sufferedwith my head since." Get

vorce;

Wm. De

Klelne vs. Smon M. John-

Co., ston; H. J.

Chancery, Contested — Matilda vs. G. J. Hilderink.
Ottawa county land to Hanchett,and a bottle today. Keep In the bouse Ford vs. George A. Ford; Lewis Hay
Chancery, Default — Lottie Belle
that the proceeds from the farm all the time for pains and all hurts. den vs. Eva Hayden; Laura A. Rey- Bocks vs. Herman C Bocks; Pearl
since the transfer have been more 26c., 60c. and $1.00. Recommend- nolds vs. Lewis L. Reynolds; Geneva Du Bols vs Justice bu Bols, divorce;
than sufficientto cover the deficit. ed by H. R. Doesburg, Geo Lage, Gnmser vs. Oscar Gumaer; Bessie B. Helen M. Graham vs. Roy Graham,
Ilfllmnn vs. Eaton F. Hillman; Jen- divorce; Bessie Mann vs. William
The case will not be heard during
and Walsh Drug Company. — Adv.
nie Bremer vs. Hessel Bremer, dl- Mann, divorce; Carl G. Stettlnsklvs.
the August term of cvlrcnlt court.
the terms of sale In the transfer

na

Fidelity Deposit Co.

''Jbseph E. Clark vs. Frank Amanda F. Stettlnskl,dviorce; Leo-

gat, et al;

Dombos vs. John A. LegW. J. Brant vs. Ferdin-

and Schneider;Marie Meyers

vs. Gil-

bert Hathaway; Emil Messchka vs.
Cornelia T. Brown; Wilhlra Wellandt vs. Walter H. Clark; Albert
Scherenzel vs. John Tomastewskl;

nessey.
Charles P. Babcock

vs.

William Hen-

i

.

. *

Holland City

«..

^^ —

^

*

News

PAGE seveh

(Expires Aug. 7.)
Ve p up this Interest May he be
(Expires Sept* 11.)
MORTGAGE BALE
Inspired to do more."
MORTGAGE BALE
Whereas, delaull has been made
Rising In reply Mr. Getz spoke
Whereas, Default has been made
the greatest ever held and all were
in the payment of the money secured in the conditions of a mortgage bear
enthusiastic.Farmers and business slmp’y and unaffectedlyIn a low Holland Readers Can No Longer
by a mortgage dated March 13, 1909, Ing date the 13th. day of April 1908,
Doubt the Evidence
executed by Carl F. Uuchmann and executedby Christiaan De Jonge and
Dlftcaas What Has Been Accomplish- men Jo ned hands and pledges a (onversaticnaltone. In answer to
Annie R. Buchmann, his wife of the Adriaantjo Do Jonge, husband and
still grea'er success In .the years to the personal references that bad
ed And Make Plans For the
come. There was a surplus In the been made Mr. Getz said that he felt
Again and again we have read of township of Holland,Ottawa County wile, of Zeeland, Michigan, mortMichigan to George H. Souter and gagors, to CorneliaRoosenraad and
Future.
deeply
the
words
of
appreciation
treasury and all were happy. And
strangers in distant towns who have
Don Johnston as executors of the Arend Van.Zoeren,as AdministraIt was largely due to the new Impet- that hnd been spoken. Ife «ald no been cured by this or that medicine estate of Robert E. Johnston,deceas
tors* with the will annexed of the
Some fifty business men, farmers us given the fair by Mr. Getz.
on® could know what hard work and But Holland’s pertinent question ed, of Township of Holland, County estate of Sletse Van der Meer, deceaa
and professional men from Holland,
“The Dutch have one peculiar effort and money It hnd cost to make has always been “Has anyone here of Ottawa and State of Michigan, ed, of the same place, mortgagees,
Zeeland, Saugatuck, Grand Kapldi characteristic that ,1s helping the Likewood Farm what It Is today. in Holland been cured?" The word which said mortgage was recorded and of record in the Office of toe
in the office of the register of deeds
and other places gathered at Lake- pec^le of Holland today. They seem but that he found recompense sufflc- of a strangerliving a hundred miles of the county of Ottawa, in liber 76 Register of Deeds for Ottawa County
wood Farm Thursday, as the1 guests to have the faculty . of flourishins lent In b3lng able through It to give away may be true, but it cannot have of mortgages on page 418, on the Michigan, in Liber 89 of Mortgages
on Page 187 on May 4th. 1908;
of Mr. George Gets, proprietor o* in adversity.They stick to a thing pleasure to others.
26th day of March in the year 1909 which mortgage was duly assigned
the same weight with us as the word
at
8:30
o’clo^c
A.
M.;
and
whereas
the beautiful country place at Al- and they always make good In the
“I bought this place four years of our own citizens,whom we know
by the said mortgagees to Christothe said mortgage has been duly aspena Beach. They started out from and. The fair directors get no re- ago,’’ he continued, a more Intimate
pher Ter Meer, Trustee for Minnie,
and respect, and whose evidence we signed by the said George H. Souter
Theodore and Edith Van dor Meer
the James A. Brouwer store at 1:30 compense for their labors except the note stealing into his voice; “I
and Don Johnston, as executors of
con so easily prove.
minors, of Grand Rapids, Michigan^
In the afternoon In 12 automobiles kirks and they have cheerfully tak- bought It largely for my wife who
W. B. Avery, River 8t, Holland, the estate of Robert E. Johnston, by instrument of assignment dated
deceased to Don Johnston,as trustee
and both the trip and the stay at en them in the years past, always bad locked It over with me and who
says: “Two boxes of Doan’s Kidney of the estate of Robert E. Johnston, (October 2nd. 1909, and of record
the farm furnished a splendid af- looking for' the better day to dawn. liked It. Three weeks later she died
in the office of said Register of
Pills gave me relief from kidney deceased by assignment bearing date
Deeds in Liber 87 of Mortgages on
ter.noon’8outing for the guests. Af- That day now has dawned, thanks and that has cast a shadow over my
trouble that had annoyed me for the 6th day of August In the year Page 241 on the 5th day of May
ter the guests had been shown the to the generosity of Mr. Getz. The happiness here. But I take great
1909, and recorded In the office ot
quite awhile. The passages of the
1909;
the register of deeds of the said
animals, the fruits and flowers on
And by reason of such default,
kidney secretions were regulated county of Ottawa, on the 10th day of
the farm they gathered on the enthere is claimed to be due upon the
and I felt/ better in every way. 1 August 1909 at 3 o’clock P. M- in
closed porch of the Getz summer
liber 77 of mortgages on page 449 debt secured by said mortgage, for
have had no trouble since."
and the same is now owned by him; principal, interest, taxes paid and
home, where refreshmentswere
Price 5<Jc, at all dealers. Don’t
And whereas the amount claimed to moneys paid for the redemption of
served to the whole company. After
simply ask for a kidney remedy
be due on said mortgage at the date said premisesfrom sale by the State
a half hour’s social chat on the part
get Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same of this notice is the sum of Six hun- of Michigan, for unpaid taxes, ac/
cording to law, by the assigneeof
of the guests, E. P. Stephan, secthat Mr. Avery had. Foster-Mllbnrndred dollars of principal, and the
said mortgage for the protection of
further
sum
of
twenty-five
dollars
retary of the Holland Fair associaCo., Props , Buffalo, N. Y.
as
an
attorney
fee stipulated for in the mortgage interest, and an attion, gave more of a touch of forsaid mortgage, and which Is the torney fee of $25- as provided in
mality to the meeting by making a
(Expiree Oct. 17, 1014)
whole amount claimed to be unpaid said mortgage, the sum of Twentyshort talk and inviting others to
on said mortgage, and no suit or six hundred eight and 87-J00
MORTGAGE BALE
proceeding having been instituted at ($2608.87) dollars;
speak a few words.
Default having been made in the law to recover the debt now remainAnd no suit nor proceedingat law
With old Lake Michigan booming
conditionsof a mortgage executed ing secured by said mortgage, or any or In Chancery having been Institutin low monotone a few yards away,
by Cornelius Rozenberg and Ger- part thereof, whereby the power of ed to recover the amount due as
truida RozenbergIns wife ot me sale contained in said mortgage has aforesaid, or any part thereof;
with faint ca^ls of tennis players
Kfy
NOW, THEREFORE, NOTICE IS
become operative.
city of Hollands Ottawa County, Mich
reaching the house from the disivy.
Now, therefore, notice Is hereby HEREBY GIVEN, that by virtue of
tance, with a sense of quiet and reigan to William Overbeek ot the given, that by virtue of the said the power of sale In said mortgage
township of Olive County and State power of sale, and In pursuance of contained and of the statutes of
pose such as only an ideal spot like
aforesaid.' Said mortgage being dat- the statute in such case made and Michigan In such case made and pro
Lakewood Farm could give, the
ed the second day of January A. D. provided,the said mortgage will be vlded, the undersigned will sell at
guests composed themselves to the
1908 and duly recorded in the office foreclosed by a sale of the premises public auction, to the highest bidder,
afternoon’s activities which were
of the register of Deeds for Ottawa therein described, at public auction, at the North front door of the Court
composed of a big dose of pleasure
County Michigan in Liber 88' of to the highest bidder, at the front House In the City of Grand Haven,
Mortgages on page 142 on the Third door of the court house In the city of Michigan,that being the place where
with a little business mixed in.
day of January A. D. 1908 which Grand Haven, In said county of Ot- the Circuit Court for Ottawa County
Mr. Stephan briefly outlined for
said mortgage was duly assignedby tawa, on the 7th day of August next, Is held, on
The working force at Lakwood farm, who, Mr. Getz 4aid Thurs- an instrumentin writing (signed by at three o’clock In the afternoon ot
the benefit of the guests what Mr.
Saturday the 29th day of August
Getz had done for the Holland fair day, -are to a great extent, responsible for the exhibit ?t the fair last the said William Overbeek) to Al- that day; which .said premises are A- D.' 1914, at ten o'clock In the
year end who are helping him to ma ke Lakewood Farm the garden spot bert Timmer and Jacomina Timmer described in said mortgage as fol- forenoon,the premises describedIn
last year. He told of the Getz buildand said assignment was recordedin lows. towit: all of the southwest said mortgage, which are as follows
ing and the Getz exhibit which had ol Western Michigan.
the office of the register of deeds quarter (S. W. % ) of the northeast to-witt: — situate In the Township of
aerved to make the Holland fair un- lew Impetus that has been given In j leasiire in being able to ^ive' pleasfor Ottawa County Michigan in Liber quarter (N. E. %) of section ten Blendon, Ottawa County, Michigan,
ique among the county fairs of the n financial way, Important though it ,ure to others. This year I have had 97 of Mortgages dn page 14 on the (10) township five (5) north of describedas the North half of the
range Sixteen (16) west, containing Northwest quarter of section thirtystate. He said that the affairs of the is, is not of greatest importance, more pleasure out of the place than 4th day of January 1910. By said
forty (40) acres of land more or two, Town six North, Range fourdefault
the
power
of
jiale
in
said
associationhad been at a low ebb More Important than anything else ever before because I have mora
less, In the township of Holland, teen West, eighty acres, more or
and that the aid of Mr. Getz had
the example Mr. fietz has set of freinds now! Hardly a day passes mortgage has become operativeon Ottawa County, Michigan.
less, according to Government Surwhich mortgage there is claimed to
Dated this 5th day of May A. D. vey.
been valuable not only in what it the beauty of doing something for that people do not come from, many be due at the date of this notice
' Dated at Grand Rapids, Mich. May.
bad meant in a financial way but others — the Joy of trying to bring parts of the country to rfeek rest the sum of One ^Tho4fcand, Eight 1914.
Don Johnston, as trustee of the 19 1914.
•that it had put new life and new vim joy into the lives and hearts of oth- and recreation here-. My gates are Hundred and Sixty-six Dollars and
Estate of Robert E. Johnston Jacob Steketee,
in the directors for renewed activ- ers. Lakewood Farm is essentially never closed."
deceased, Assignee.
Eleven cents and an attorneyfee of
Attorney for Assignee of Mortgaga.
ities. He declaredthat for the first at Holland institution. It will in the
Mr. Getz paid a warm tribute $25 as provided therein, and no suit FRED T. MILES Attorney,
95 Monroe Ave. N- W.
Grand Rapids,
time last year In many years there years to come become more closely *o the men and associates who help at law or otherwisehaving been in- Business Address: Holland Michigan
ChristopherTer Meer, Trustee
bad been a surplus and that the fair identified with the best interests of him In the management of theifariu. stituted to recover the said mortAssignee of MortgageExpires Aug 8
to be held this year gave promise of Holland City and It is one of tho He declared that it was to a large gage debt or any part thereof.
6
n
Notice is thereforehereby given STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Proa still far greater success. He de- finest instltutolns we can boast of.’’ extent due to them that is today
(Expires
Aug
12)
bate
Court
for
the
County
of
OtMr. Stephan next IntroducedHon. wh~t It Is. He said further that the that by virtue of the power of sais,
clared that It was owing to Mr. Getz
in said mortgage contained, which tawa.
MORTGAGE BALK NOTICE
that the Holland fair would soon be G. J. Diekema. Mr. Dlekema rals- par1 Pe Lakewood farm had played
At a session of- said Court, held at
has become operative, the undersign
i
Default has been made In the conknown as the greatest county fair In ed a laugh at the start by saying In last year’s fair was also largely ed will sell at public auction to the the Probate Office in the City of
dltlons of a certain mortgage dated
Grand
Haven
in
said
County,
on
the
that
"appreciation
had
been
well
de<’u“
to
the
Interest
his
men
on
the
highest bidder on Monday, the 19th
Michigan.
Sept. 2, 1908, executed by Leendert
* Day of October A. D. 1914 at tnren
20th day of July, A. D. 1914.
N. J. Whelan was introduced by fined as a lively sense of favors yet farm had taken in the exhibit.
Van Putten and Etta Van Putten,
Alter discussing details of the o’clock in the afternoonof that day,
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby his wife, of Holland, Ottawa CounMr. Stephan as a former secretary of to come".
ty, Michigan, to Arend Vlsscher, as
“It wasvthe universal sentiment.” coming fair Mr. Getz made a num- at the north front door of the court Judge of Probate.
the fair association. "Mr. Getz touch
In the matter gf the estate of
house for Ottawa County, Michigan,
trustee, of said city, and recorded
ber
of
suggestions
to
the
directors
cs my life in two importantpomts, he continued,“when the fair was
in the City of Grand Haven in said
on Sept. 3rd, 1908 in. the office of
. Henry Kremers, deceased
said Mr. Whelan. “The first is in over last year that the Getz exhibit of what might be done to help in- county, the premisus described in
the register of deeds of Ottawa
Alice Kremers having filed in County In Liber 76 of mortgages
respect to the location of his beau- was absolutely unique among the ex- crease the interest In the exhibition. said mortgagfi, as follows:
All those certain pieces or parcels said courj her petition praying that page 367. On said mortgage there
tiful summer home. In 1892 I used
of land situate in the township of a certain instrument in writing,, is due at the date of this notice the
to patrol the beach as a life saver
Olive in the county of Ottawa and purporting to be the last will and sum of $1032.50 and an attorney
and in those days and nights I often
State of Michigan, and described a-v testamentof said deceased, now on fee of $25 00 provided by the statupassed along the beach here. It was
follows, towit:
South East file in said court be admitted to pro- tes of this state; and no proceedings
at law or otherwisehave been taken
then hardly more than a wilderness
quarter (S. E. V* ) of the South bate, and that the administrationof
to recover the said sum or any part
East
(S.
E.
V*
)
and
the
South
West
and at that time I never dreamed*
aid estate be granted to herself o: thereof.
Quarter (S. W. %) of the South
that it would some day be converted
Notice Is therefore hereby given
to some other suitable,person.
East Quarter (S. E. *4) in section
that by virtue of the power of sale
into this beautifulgarden spot,
numbered twenty-five (25) in town It is Ordered, That the 18th day of In said mortgage contained, which
remember I got lost in, the woods
six (6) North of Range Sixteen (16) Aug., *A I). 1914, at ten o’clock in
has become operative, the undersign
here once almost where the LakeWest Containing Eighty acres of the forenoon, at said probate office, ed will sell at public auction to the
land be the same more or less.
wood Farm is located today. And It
be and is hereby appointed for hear- highest bidder on Monday, the 10th
Albert. Timmer
day of August, 1914, at three o’clock
is an inspiration to think that today
ing said petition;
Jacomina Timmer
In the afternoon of that day, at the
It
Is
further
ordered,
That
public
this place is rapidly being converted
Mortgagees.
notice thereof be given by publlca- "orth 'r0"t1'>0r
for Ottawa County, Michigan, la the
1 Dated the 8th day July 1914.
Into the garden spot of western
lion of a cojiy of fnli order, for
,
„n„ntv
t
Gerrit W. Kooyers, Attorney for successiveweeks previous to sa Id C,,jr o? Grand Haven In said county,
Michigan.
the premises describedIn said mortmortgagee
day of hearing, In the Holland City
“The second respbet in which Mr
Business address Holland, Mich- News a newspaper printed and circu gage, ns follows:
All that piece or parcel of land
lated In said county.
Getz touches my life Is his affiliatigan.
situated In the Cltj of Holland and
EDWARD
P. KIRBY,
ing himself with the Holland fair.
A true copy. Judge of Probate. describedas Lot No. two (2) In
Block “E" In the West Addition to
Expired
Auq:
8
O&RIE SLUITER
was secretary of this association durthe City of Holland, according to
STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tlie ProRegisterof Probate.
ing many of the lean years, and l
recordedplat thereof.
bato Court for the County of Oto
Dated May, 11, A. D. 1914.
poignantly remember how after the
tawa.
Arend Vlsscher, as trustee
Expires
Aug.
1
At a session of said Court, held at
close of each fair we as directors
Mortgagee.
tt--' Probate Office in the City of STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Dlekema,
Kollen
&
Ten Cate,
G
-^d
Haven
in
said
County,
on
the
were compelled to seek credit from
Court for the County of Ottawa.
The Arabian horses, secured by Mr. Getz himself in Arabia, and
Attorneys for MortgageeAt
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
the banks wtih the optimistic hope the donkeys, Fatima and Darwech, that at one time walked the streets 2>ud day of July A. D. 1914.
Business Address;
Present.Hon. Edward P. Kirby. Judge at Probate Office In the City of Grand
Holland. Mich.
which we hardly felt that next year of Jerusalem.
of Probats.
Haven in said County, on the 14th
In the matter of the estate of
would be better. When I went to hibtls of the fairs of the state. And He introducedto the guests, Mr. Egday of July, A. I) 1914.
THE REST MEDICINE IN THE
Jennie Purchase, deceased
the fair last year I immediately 1 dare say that noi; half has been bert H. Gold, who owns the beautiful
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby
WORLD
ElizabethHacklander having filed
Judge of Probate.
caught the new spirit that could be told of what is still to come. Mr. summer home at Point Superiorand
“My little girl had dysenteryvery
in said court her /etitun praying
In the matter of the estate of
declared that Gold was strong on
felt in the air. There was an opti- Getz has found tde real secret of
that said court adjudicate and deWilliam R Avery, Decease'! _
“cUe™1 and ma” happinness; he finds It In living In water and that If the directors termine who were at the time of her
mistic and an assurance of success
Elmer E. Avery having filed injrhoea Remedy cured her, and 1 can
the hearts of his friends. We as sup- would extend Black Lake to the fair death the legal heirs of said deceasporters of the
Fair, grounds Gold might be induced to ed and entitled to inherit the real said court his petition praying that truthfully say that I think it Is the
Dollars and as people Interested In Holland give them a water exhibit. In clos- estate of which said deceased died tho administrationof said estate be k0*51 medicine in the world,’ • *te3
granvd to himself or to some other
0r,v1'''clJr.et Mic!l: For
IN TREATING ANIMALS
Western Mchlgan appreciateall he ing he expressed the hope that the seized.
I»
Bale by All dealers.-Adv.
suitable
person.
Doubtlea you know the dangerof delayed treatmro has done for us and we are grateful meeting of the fair directors and
It Is Ordered. That tbs
of colic and other diaeaaca.You aUo rcallae that
It it Ordered, That the
wrongly applied retnedle* are often worn than no for the exhibit of last year. It was their friends at the Lakewrod Farm 18th day of August. A- D. 1914 at
Has Your Child Worms?
treatmentat alt In other word*, not to dlagnoee
11th
day of August, A. D. 1914
a helping hand to us In time of might become an annual event.
ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
« dlscaae accurately may prove latal Every owner
Most
children do. A Coated, Fur
Id be able to recognizean ailment and give stress. It came at the right time ana
Mr. Gold was called upon for a probate office,he and is hereby ap- at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at
red Tongue; Strong Breath; Stom< Lirect treatmentat the first symptoms.Prompt
said probate office, be and is hereby
action is the great secret gave us new couraee. We are go- few remarks. “I havy known Mr. pointed for hearing said petition;
ach Pains; Circles under Eyes; Pale
of treating bonee.
appointed for hearing said petition; .Sallow Complexion; Nervous, FretIt
Hi
furthvr
ordered,
thftt
public
notice
ing ahead now 4 jo things for our- Getz for twenty years, ’’ he said,

FIFTY PERSONS FROM HERE
WERE GUESTS OP MR. GETZ
THURSDAY
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Holland

Minutes Mean

nprftnn M”‘
.

'<r

, '.ip;.

tUMPMTfS

Minutesmean doilara.
Of course proper treat- selves until the Holland fair will "and I don’t want to compete with
men Us always neccesary
him In speechraaklng,since he alThat U Just how Humph- lead the county fairs of the state.
yeys* 900 page Voteftnary
are
living In an age of cen- ways gets the best of me. Nor do 1
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It Is by tralization.In many states county wish to he understood to want comP. Humphreys, M-D.. Vi8..
and teaches how to dlag- fairs are being merged In one bUt pete with him in exhibiting at the
no«o and give proper
state fair. But this Is to be regret- fair. But If there is anything I can
treatment

"We

cW**ki**|

am

This book will save you ted. It takes away the local flavor. do to make the fair a success
hundreds of dollars and
are always interested in what to help In advancing the Interests of
costa you uothlag. It will
bo sent absolutely free
our
neighbors
are doing. The efforts this community, I shall he with you."
on rcqnMt to tnyfannei
In order to Introdnoe of the men In the next township
Mr. Stephan closed the speech

We

do

m-mm,
obtain ft veurlnftry tmtlse th»t you thaM Urt
In year Ubriry- Ai a re/frence work yon win find

more than anything else to inspire making with a talk on the needs of
us to renewed effort. And the cuuu- a new art hall. The discussion that

Know.

EDWARD

P.

Worm

KIRBY.

Judge of Probate.

A

true copy:

-

—

o

CASTOR!

EDWARD

1,1

11

ncw

8001.

beln* erecte<1

P.

KIRBY, Worms. Supplied In
i

copy.) Judge
ORRIE SLUITER,
(A true

w
A

-

-

Register of Probate.
o

candy form.

of Probate.Easy for children to take.
.

25c

Re-

commended by H. R. Doesburg, fleo
and Walsh Drug Company,

All persons who are going to

Por Infants and Children.

to show us what our neighbors are directors Thursday which will result Hit Kinij You
Mr. Geti has helped u. to

hearing, in the Holland City News a one • lt kll]8 the Worms— the cause
newspaper printed and circulated in of your child-B condition. Is Laxasald county.
jtive and aids Nature to expel the

Orrie. Sluiter

Register of Probate.

ty fair helps more than anything else followed caused the meeting of the

doing.
writing for

t

thereof be given by publicationof ft copy of
It is Further Ordered,That public flll. Grinding of Teeth; Tossing In
thle order, for three eueceeftlve we»V» prevl'-ue
notice thereof be given by publication gieep. peculiar Dreams — any one of
to eftld day of heerlng. In the HollandCity
New*, ft newipftper printed ftttd circulatedIn of a copy of this order, for three Bucj(hege ,nd|oate Child has Worms. Get
•aid countv
cessive weeks previous to sald^day of n box of Kickapoo
Killer at

Bears the
Signature of

Han Alvap Bought

for one year including a kitchen set
to start . house keeping with sbsolutely free provided they get their

stationaryprinted

at

the Holland

for kitchen work.
Jeannetie,

Apply Camp
Waukazoo. Telephono

4173 two

rings.

•i

PAGE EIGHT

Holland City News

i

she had been accustomed to uses.
And the little princess was glad and

ONDIAlf LEGEND TELL OF
TRIPLE LOVERS TRAGEDY
ON SITE OF OLD MILL
AT BAt’GATUCK

promised the youth that she would
wed him and none other. His mill
had won over the prowess of bis rival.

Together they called the old chief
showed him the mill, and the maiden
This Old Landmark la Near the Outsaid this youth, the young inventor,
was the man of her choice- But that
skirts of Saugatuck On the
was squaws’ work Id the mind of
Holland Wagon Road
the chief. He still Insisted him
daughter must marry the warrior
It’s a lovers’ tryst, is the old mill who had just come in with more
near Saugatuck. It’s a place where laurels and more boasts.
Id the heart of the maiden rose *
the youths and maidens who annual
iy swarm -into the quaint little town feeling of madness she had never be
love to stroll In the cool of the eve- fore known. Day by day she nursed
her resentment.The time had been
ning. It's a place bound to rouse in
the breast of maid and lad what- fixed when the chief had decreed
ever there may be of romance and the marriage should* take place. As
sentiment.There by the old mill she sat by her mill one day her boast
wheel, now long silent and grown ful admirer came upon her. He scoff
with moss, there in the dim old mill ed at the mill and at the youth who
now the haunt of the bats and the had built it. He boasted of what
swallows the old story has frequent he had done on the battle field and
ly been, told and many a maid has applied scornful names to the youth
*ho had never done anything In
been made to belie\e she has found
the one man to make her happy war. He laughed at the mill, which
made work easy for a squaw, for
only to forget him again when she
what was a squaw for If not to
gets back to the bustle of the city.
work.
But the old mill is too well known
And in the breast of the little priu
to need a story- The story that is
cess burst forth the flame that had
not generally known is of the occur
rence which preceded by a century so long been smoldering there. With
cry she leaped up and, with all
her strength, struck the beautiful

or more

the building of that old
xniil. It is the story of love and
tragedy and retributionknown to
few for it all took place away back
in the legendary past, long before
oven the ancient mariner had declded upon Saugatuck as the snug haven in which he would seek safety
from the storms of life. This is
the atory of what took place on the
eite upon (which now stands this
romantic old mill.
During the summers when the
aun shone brightly and all was
sweet and fresh, the Indians used
to come to the vicinity of the Kalaauooo river there to hunt and to

•

fish. There one tribe made Its sum
year after year for the
fishing was good and the* deer
abounded. There was a safe harbor
for the canoes and right at hand
lay the great lake upon which the
^roung brave frequentlyventured.
In the tribe which annually came
to this snug retreat was one beautiful Indian maiden, sought by all
rfbe braves whose beauty and sweet
r sees was the subject of many an In-

met home

--

dlan song Braves came from

all

Eagle Beak with a sharp stone- He
was near the edge of a gorge. Back
ward he fell and plunged head foremost against the heavy rock which
ground her corn. He did not rise.
She watched him and he did not
move. After a bit she went to him.
He was dead.
Fearful of the consequence, she
dragged the body away and hid it.
The days went past and the tribe
wondered what new feat of prowess
Eagle Beak was bent upon that he
had been gone so long. And when
he failed to return at all they assumed he had met a glorious death and
sang songs about himWith Eagle Beak gone, the old
chief finally gave his consent that
the inventor of the mill should take
his daughter. And so they were mar
ned and thought they were going to
be very happy. But a few days after the wedding the little princess
went to her mill to grind her corn
and the young husband went to
*.atc.h ,^er- Tf»e corn was placed in
the hollow rock and the grinder began its steady rise and fall cracking and grinding the grain beneath.
Finer and finer the meal became un-

A Finwre Picnic (Market Day)

1

Yean A|o

in Holland Forty

West Eighth Street from now Pino’s restaurant west to the Vander Veen comer.
who appear in this picture and who sold their cattle on the streets of Holland at
still living. But although old and grey, Holland nevertheless invites them all, also their

This represents

Several of the farmers
that time are

children and their fchildren’s children to come to the greatest Farmers Picnic ever pulled off in this city.

Remember

the date. MarK

it

on your calendar. Farmers Picnic, Thursday, Aug. 13 at Holland.

L.

In U10 evening Mr. Davis treated A boom period is no time fof a wise building, If he has the money should
is a* little nearer to exP*n*Iltur^ in the enlargement of do It, „ This Is the time when every
manufacturing enterprise which
the Intemta or .he average eh.uUu”h!; knows that it needs new machinery
qua audience, namely "Community kind.
or the enlargement of its plant, and
Housekeeping. " In a rapid fire talk | Thousand and tens of thousands has thewnoneyavailable, should do
be o.utllned the work that must be of men in this country are intending the work now. This Is the time
done even by the best regulated com t0 build homes for themselves,but when our munidpalitlee Should

a theme that

^

Mr. Carnegie Is said to he considering a gift iof 6100,000,000for rural libraries.It looks as though
the rural districtsare going to have
to raise quite a lot of money for
library purposes soon.
------ o

press as vigorously as possible all of
thf'y ,hltnk »111
propitious momeut, when their Improvements, In order to get
community life to the highest point everybody Is an optimist rather than the benefit of the lower prices of
of efficiency.He advocated more a pessimist. When they do under- materials now prevailing as com,-

nunltlea to bring the machinery of

J™

-

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Cuts,

j

Borns, Sores

wlltln* ,or *h‘l

more

be a

Mr. E. S. Loper, Marilla, N. Y.,
writes: "I have never had a Cut,
Burn, Wound or Sore it would not
heal." G4t a box of Bucklen’aArnica Salve today. Keep handy at all

pared with boom periods. Almost
over night a change in business
could be brought about, it people
who are able to do this building and
construtclonwork would undertake
it now.

practical training in the schools so take to ifuiid, every item will cost
that the pnpU. might be prepared In |‘h«“ f",6’ and t,hey wlu #“d
difficultyIn securing as much attenschool for the work they are going tion in contsruction work and in the

-

times for Burns, Soreej Cuts,
summer vaca- equipment of their homes as could
Wounds. Prevents Lockjaw. 25c.
^
tions are all wrong. The school be had
Recommended by H. R. Doesburg,
o
This is pre-eminentlythe time
should be open three hundred days
WANTED
—
One
or
two
experienced
Geo Lage and Walah Drug Comwhen every man who expects to
in the year and more hours each day.
girla for general housekeeping.
oany. — Adv.
build a home, a store, or an office
He called the present system a sad
Address Box 61 Ottawa Beach.
economic waste. Ha declared in fato do In life.

He

nT»w.

said

the tribes about seeking to wed the
little princess. But the stern old
chief was modern in this respect
that he would have none tor a son- til It was time to remove It. But as
in-law except one who made name the little princess swept the meal
and fame for himself on the battle from the hollow rock behold It was vor of vocational guidance so that
iflsld or In the chase.
not yellow as It used to be. It was the pupils night not make the mis'In the tribe was such a brave Upnow blood red. They dare not take takes that are being made now in
on him the chief looked with favor. It back to the camp. They threw it
Not so with the bretty little Indian away and placed more corn in the choosing the wrong occupation.
He declaredthat the present sysmaiden. She admired neither his mill. It, too, made meal that was
bravery, his boastfulness nor his red. And then the little princess tem of city government by aiderdbinty to bend the bow. The beau- knew that the meal was merely re- men is all wrong; that the city
tlfsl brave was, she saw, destined flecting the blood of the boastful
should be governed by a city managfor her and her heart was sad.
Eagle Beak who she had killeder, who will trekt the government as
Jn die tribe was another young In
tuSb;Jrk ber yoaDg husband to a big business and who will elljnln‘ 3ian. He was fair to look upon.
the hiding place of the body of
Her eyes were big and dark and
ate the present wasteful things- In
S Beak*nd toId him what she
In their depths, one could see the had done. They knew their happinnumber of other ways he gave
dreams he dreamed. They were not ess waa over Forever the blood of
hints of what is still to be done In
•- fhpams of war but of peace- He lovthe slain warr or and lover was to
all communities.
' ed to Be by the brook and listen to dye the meal from the mill
Both afternoon and evening the
Ihe; poetry of its song. He loved to
an£
la?rvthe ,,tt,e Privet.
Price
Concert Co., gave interesting
and
her
husband
being
missed
from
\bear the wind sigh in the trees and
always he was dreaming of a home
concerts
In song, reading and InstruWCre *0Ught
the old
with this fair Indian princess, with
k J,There at the mm he found mental music. The evening program
Jlttle boys and girls who loved not t.he.bod,e8the little princess, her
the war cry but the pursuits of husband. In the big brown hand was a three decker. *In additiontp
gieace
of the Inventor was the knife of the concert and the lecture by Mr.
Needless to say this young man
Davis a stereoptlcon lecture was givby wh,ch he and his
was in disfavor with the tribe. They K«?euB!ak
bride had died.
en by Dr. Frank R- Brainard of Calcalled him the Indian equivalent for
\
“•maiden."He had never done a WILLIAM LLOYD DAYIR GIVER ifornia. Dr. Brainard threw on the
screen picturesof the Building of
deed of bravery. He was useless as

-
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CLEARANCE SALE
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-

is

now

in progress,

to the limit

marks
wet-e

and exceeds our most sanguine expectations. Our

during the past week and many customers could not be waited

of surprise, satisfaction and. appreciation of the extraordinary values

heard on

proves that our

all

sides.

.

We

store slogan

actual and positive fact.
ed, at

aisles were

appreciate this splendid response

(“what we say we

Hundreds of

dollars

worth

greatly reduced prices, during this sale.

Sale closes Tuesday, Aug.

4. Note

sertions

- -

Goods

.

,

Room

we are offering
it

not only a slogan, but an

dependable merchandise are

Do not miss

re-

offer-

this opportunity.

the following extra specials.

SPECIAL LOT
sale price

Special

1

A

.................. . ..... - ......

10c and 11c Sale

Price

very large assortment of Em-

?%<? broidery Remnants 2 to 15

SPECIAL LOT 2

wide, bought

....... ...

Inches

especially for this

8c yd. sale, consisting of Edgglngs, Inser-

SPECIAL LOT 3

tions, Qaloons, All-Overs, etc. They
10c yd. come In 2H. 3, 3H and five yard
SPECIAL LOT 4
lengths at about ft the regular
17c and 18c, sale price ........ 11c yd. price.
12c, 13c, 14c, sale price

........

SPECIAL LOT 5
26c Sale

price

17c yd-

........................

SPECIAL LOT 6
35c Sale

price

These embroideriesare extraordin
ary values —
not miss seeing
them.

Do

20c yd.

........................

Cotton Specials

Ladies Skirts
SPECIAL LOT NO.
Good

BLEACHED COTTON

1

cloths, only a few at these

special prices.
85 00 sale price
5 60 sale price
6 00 sale price
7 50 sale price
9 00 sale p rice

Rugs

and

of

is

on. M«ny

from the public, and

Ginghams

Embroideries and In-

SPLENDID TALKS AT THE
the Panama canal and of the com
& warrior.
So the two braves worked to find
CHAUTAUQUA.
3 to 12 inches wide former price
Ing Panama Expositiontavor in the eyes of the little princ10c to 20c sale price ------- 5c a yd.
o
cu. Eagle Beak, as the favored of I-arge Audience Hears Two Fine ProTLME TO BUILD HOMES
the chief was called, ran down a
Material Is low, labor Is abundgrams Yesterday Afternoon
.buck deer one day and boasted of
ant, and eager for work, architects
Dress
and
Evening.
it all the next month.. Again he
and contractorshave more tlms
(went out to war and performed
now to plan and carry out contracts Special lot of Novelties for ladies
•deeds of valor and boasted of them
William Lloyd Davis of the Uni than In periods of activity. Lum- and clldrens wear.
Meanwhile the youth with the
ber Is cheap, machinery builders are
50c sale price 25c
dreamy eyes remained around the verslty of Wisconsin extensionwork anxious for orders, pig-ixon is much
camp. He was fond of helping the department was the star attracUon lower In price than it ought to be to .
100 sale price 50c
\*qvaws at their work and pafticuiu.- at the Chautauqua meetings yester- yield a fair profit to the producers,
Be
sure
and get some of these
ly 'of helping the little princess to day afternoonand evening. Mr. Daand to many other things pertaining
gargalns.
nan the hides into the softest of
to building, to machinery,and to con
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